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ABSTRACT 

The European demand for wood chips and wood pellets is strongly increasing in the 

course of a new energy policy. This new policy limits the use of non-renewable energy sources 

to a maximum of 80 % in favor of a 20 % renewable energy mix by 2020. Besides the main re-

newable energy sources, wind and hydro, woody biomass shall contribute the largest part of the 

generation of heat and power. As North West European wood resources are not sufficient for this 

sudden demand, the region relies on imports from abroad. The large renewable wood resources 

of the North American continent could be used increasingly to supply woody biomass to North 

West European countries like Germany.  

This thesis analyzes the profitability of US American exports of woody biomass to Ger-

many. To see under which conditions the transport has its maximum rate of return, four trans-

porting categories are investigated. Firstly, it will be analyzed whether the woody biomass 

should be compressed to pellets, secondly which type and cargo handling features the vessel 

should have, thirdly which charter conditions, harbors, trade terms, and routes should be taken 

and fourthly, which market conditions under current market prices for energy wood, variation of 

exchange rates and fuel oil prices are favorable, to improve the efficiency of the transport. Be-

yond that, also the Canadian exports have been analyzed in order to benchmark the market leader 

against the USA.  

In general, the transatlantic trade of industrial wood pellets and, under favorable circum-

stances, also the transport of wood chips from the USA is profitable. Currently, best profit mar-

gins can be earned when transporting industrial pellets between the US southern east coast and 

Berlin, which vary between US$ 21.36/t to 27.70/t.  
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Canadian industrial wood pellet sourcing, as the biggest competitor to the USA, is more 

beneficial and margins reach up to US$ 32.09 per ton of pellets. However, as pelletizing capaci-

ties in the Great Lake region and the east coast and especially the southeastern region of the USA 

are expanding, southeastern trade could overcome the profitability of trading Canadian pellets 

within the coming years, especially due to the shorter transporting distance and avoidance of the 

costly passage through the Panama Canal.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Justification 

Demand in Europe 

The European Union targets a gross energy consumption from renewable energies by 

2020 of 20 %. In 2013, the trade of CO2 certificates will continue without any further issuances 

from the European Commission which will encourage the competitive ability of renewable pri-

mary energy against fossil primary energy. In order to qualify for Renewable Obligations Certif-

icates (ROC), heat and power producer are required to source a percentage of the energy sup-

plied from renewable sources. The goal is to raise the use of renewable energy in dedicated or 

co-fired power stations to 15.4 % by 2015/16 and to 20 % by 2020.
1
 

Biomass, which is currently the leading source of renewable energy worldwide, is condu-

cive to generate a wide variety of energy products including transportation fuels, bio-derived 

products such as plastics and chemicals, and electricity and heat generation.  

While the biomass industry has waxed and waned with shifting government policies and 

mandates over the years, a recent report from Pike Research forecasts that worldwide capital 

investment in biomass infrastructure will maintain steady growth during the next five years, ris-

ing from US$ 28.2 billion annually in 2010 to US$ 33.7 billion by 2016.
2
 Under these financial 

circumstances, shouldn’t it profitable to step into the trading business of wood chips? 

In order to move such big amounts of wood, the handling has been standardized and pro-

fessionalized. Transporting wood as ’tops and lops’, for example, is inefficient as too much 

                                                 
1
(Biomass Energy Center, 2011) 

2
(PikeResearch.com, 2010) 
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space is required handling cannot be automated. Today, fiber fuel as a mass product can be 

shipped in bulk as wood chips, wood pellets or as torrefied wood pellets. In that way, the han-

dling is fully automated enabling multimodal transports without long standing times. As wood 

chips are needed to produce wood pellets and torrefied wood, wood chips are the basic and 

cheapest form of woody fuel for the commercial consumption.
3
Since global trade of wood chips 

is common for paper pulp production, couldn’t chips be profitably transported also for producing 

energy? 

In 2008, almost 50 million wood chips were produced in the USA, of which, only 4.1 

million tons were exported. Main consumers were China, Japan, and Europe.
4
In 2009, 10 million 

tons of wood pellets where consumed worldwide, 8 million of them alone in Europe. Currently, 

in the EU, 170 co-fired cogeneration units are operational.
5
 In 2020, the consumption globally is 

projected to be more than 80 million tons.  

According to the wood chips fired power station in Lyonsdale, NY, which has a con-

sumption of 48,000-55,000 Mg wood chips per annum, one ton of green wood chips (moisture 

content of 40-55%) costs approximately $ 21.00. In comparison, one ton of wood chips in the 

German hinterland costs approximately € 91.00.
6
 

Other reasons why the trade of wood chips can be successful is the objective of the Kyoto 

agreement and the new European electricity law, which supports the usage of green energy, es-

                                                 
3
(BioMass Capital Management, 2010) 

4
(DBFZ, 2011, p. 15) 

5
(IEA Bioenergy Task 32, 2011) 

6
(C.A.R.M.E.N, 2011) 
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pecially if primary energy has been provided as climate friendly as possible and if the generation 

of electricity is linked with the generation of district heating.
7
 

Demand in Germany 

As part of this program, nuclear power supply is phasing out and more and more cities 

will close down their fossil-fired power stations and invest in boilers which are suitable for 

woody biomass. The small forest area in Germany amounting to 11.1 million hectares can take 

an important contribution but is not able to cover the sudden demand for fuel wood.
8
 As a com-

parison, the USA has approximately 350 million hectares of forests. Under these circumstances 

the German wood imports are expected to be increasing, especially since the American forests 

are sustainably managed to continually produce wood as a renewable energy resource. Therefore 

the financial efficiency of exporting woody fuel from the US to Germany under several scenarios 

will be analyzed.
9
 

German electricity prices from nuclear power stations and renewable energy facilities are 

similar; which is due to a certain price surcharges for electricity of nuclear sources. Germany 

depends on the OPEC and Russian supply for oil and gas and prices have been increasing con-

siderably. Coal and biomass products can be imported from a multitude of countries and are 

therefore better hedged.
10

 

In Germany, big cities like Berlin (3.5 million inhabitants) and many smaller cities like 

Flensburg (90,000 inhabitants) aim to produce green electricity connected with district heating. 

                                                 
7
(Murray, 2010, p. 6) 

8
(Schank, 2011, pp. 06-14) 

9
(Dieter & Englert, 2001, p. 1) 

10
(tecson.de, 2011; tecson.de, 2011) 
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They want to close down their fossil-fired power stations and invest in boilers which operate on 

wood chips or wood pellets. As these power stations are mostly sited municipally, electricity 

cogeneration can be connected with district heating.
11

 

Research question 

The primary purpose of this master thesis is to find out under which scenario the profit of 

trading woody biomass from the USA to Germany can be maximized. The second purpose of the 

thesis is to find out whether the transatlantic transport of wood chips besides other fiber based 

fuels is profitable and if, what is the profit. Thirdly, it will be analyzed, which transport setting is 

most beneficial according to the greatest profit of each transport and which factors are most deci-

sive determining the profit of the different trades. Furthermore, Canada, as the largest European 

export competitor of energy wood, will be benchmarked to the US market. As given in the thesis 

title, the analysis is purely financial, basing on current prices. Other possible aspects like CO2 

mitigation or energy consumption during the process chain are disregarded. 

To evaluate the research questions, four scenarios have been analyzed: 

1. Preference of the sourcing of the woody biomass 

2. Preference of harbors, shipping routes and distances  

3. Preference of the vessels specifications (loading capacities, cargo handling gear) 

4. The best form of charter party for the broker 

a. the broker has durable delivery contracts  

b. the broker has own port facilities and / or durable trading contracts 

c. The trader has no specific deals or ownership with the terminals  

                                                 
11

(Schlesinger, 2011) 
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Hypothesis 

“The transatlantic transport of wood chips besides other woody biofuel from the USA to 

Germany is not profitable.” 

Model 

In the first stage, the present wood resources and wood prices have been segmented by 

the different regions of the USA.  

Secondly, the freight expenses were calculated based on the different cost factors affect-

ing the shipping companies. Therefore, several expenses like current charter rates in US$ per 

day, several harbor and bunker charges and the costs for cargo handling have been absorbed by 

different ports of loading and discharging.  

As third step, profit margins were calculated according to current European selling prices 

of woody biomass and subtracted by the sum of the observed purchasing prices of the woody 

biomass in the USA and the transport costs to the destination. The following formula has been 

used: 

Profit = Revenue - Costs 

In the fourth stage, the rate of return has been calculated by dividing the profit from the 

investments to evaluate the specific capitalization factor of the investment and to simplify the 

comparison between the different trade opportunities.  
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In the fifth instance, the NPV has been calculated to show if the different trades from dif-

ferent shipping settings exceed opportunity cost of capital.  

        
  

(   ) 
  

The C0 is the initial cash flow, C1 the selling cash flow and r the capitalization rate 

Structural Preview 

In order to prove the profitability of the carriage of fiber based material from the US to 

Europe, this paper is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is describing the intention and 

the research questions of this thesis. It also shows the model, which is used to calculate the ship-

ping costs, the profit margin, the rate of return and the NPV according to several shipping and 

trading scenarios.  

The second chapter, the literature review, shows the background information about the 

cargo which has to be transported and the transport itself. Therefore, this chapter is separated in 

several subchapters. The first segment briefly outlines the origin of the woody biomass. It will be 

shown, where the resources in which quantity are available and shows some insights into the 

cultivation of the forests and the plantations. The second section provides information of the 

specifications and production, the transportability, the caloric value and the prices of wood chips, 

wood pellets and torrefied pellets. Furthermore trading terms like the Inco terms and trading plat-

forms like the APX, BFI, and ARGUS necessary for international trade are introduced. The third 

segment illustrates the logistical characteristics of the US American ports, the transatlantic car-

riage and the discharging processes at the European seaports. In this part, information about spe-

cific shipping parameters, facilities and pricings are given. This includes different categories of 
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charter parties, port and handling capacities, vessel classes, propulsion specifics and discharging 

facilities. The last section of the second chapter illustrates the German hinterland transport. This 

part includes waterways, barge details, and loading and unloading specifications. 

In the third chapter, the methodology, explains how the gathered information from the 

second chapter are processed to calculate several transporting scenarios from the North Ameri-

can Continent to the Northwestern region of Europe. This chapter is separated into two parts. 

The first gives calculations on the transatlantic shipment by the means of different possible 

freight and vessels categories, harbors, and charter parties, and the second focuses on the Ger-

man hinterland transport and compares them with transports by truck and train.  

The fourth chapter contains the results from the calculations of the different methods of 

transshipments and compares the costs according to the different shipping ranges and vessel fea-

tures, current market prices of woody biomass, and the return and profit of the trades. 

The fifth chapter, the discussion, mentions different trading scenarios which haven’t been 

considered for the transshipments and evaluates its effects to the transport profitability. Further-

more, potential impacts to the primary energy market will be implicated. It will be estimated how 

variables like the exchange rate between the US$ and the €, the price development of crude oil, 

the world’s wealth and the peoples mindset of green energy could influence the market develop-

ment to narrow down to an outlook of how the future energy market could look like. 

The conclusion, which is the final chapter, reminds the reader of the initial problem 

statement and the hypothesis and relates them to the results of the study. Then the conclusion 

presents the new insights that arose from this paper and how they could affect the existing mar-

ket participants.  



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Supply of Timber based Biomass 

Wood is one of the oldest fuel sources known to man. Traditionally, only cordwood and 

wood chips were used for the thermal energy production.
12

 In the 27 member states of the Euro-

pean Union (EU-27), the consumption of traditional firewood amounts 1,327 Petajoule (PJ) or 

approximately 139,000 m³ wood in 2005. Till 2050, this consumption is expected to drop to 

650 PJ while the consumption of wood chips and wood pellets will rise from 280 PJ in 2005 to 

1,400 PJ in 2050.
13

 

In the future, wood based fuel can be supplied from three sources.  

1. Traditional harvesting in forests,  

2. the recovery of waste wood, e.g. constructional wood form the demolishment of build-

ings, the collecting of sawdust, shavings and bark in timber mills, the waste sludge of pa-

per mills,  

3. and as a new source, wood from the cultivation of short rotation coppices (SRC).
14

 

To obtain woody biofuel at large scale for the transatlantic export, the supply must rely 

on the harvesting of existing forests and increasingly on SRCs. In the long run, only these two 

sources are able to fulfill the increasing demand for the cogeneration heat and power (CHP). 

Waste wood, saw dust from lumber mills or other waste wood will not be able to fulfill the Eu-

ropean needs. In 2011, European power producers like Vattenfall Europe AG stated, that their 

                                                 
12

(www.defra.gov.uk, 2008, p. 4) 
13

(energieHolz, 2008, p. 6) 
14

(Biomass Energy Center, 2011) 
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woody biofuel needs will arise to a minimum of 10 million Mg of wood annually only for the 

region of Berlin by 2020.
15

 

Resources 

Pinus palustris (Longleaf Pine), Pinus taeda (Loblolly Pine) and Pinus elliotti (Slash 

pine), are fast growing native species in the southeastern United States. As they are growing in 

sustainably managed plantations, they deliver large amounts of cheap timber. In their first five to 

twelve years, vertical growth is slow, but after this stage, they are growing fast till maturity. Fur-

thermore, these trees are resistant against wildfire and well adapted to the southeastern environ-

ment. Even to environmental changes caused by global warming, the Longleaf Pine forests will 

be particularly well adapted.
16

 Pine trees are suitable as firewood; they are easily flammable and 

can burn extremely hot. In plantations, the trees can be harvested at a 20 to 30 years rotation. 

These trees are grown to provide pulp wood for the paper industry. As the demand for paper 

wood is decreasing, feedstock prices are decreasing respectively in the southeast. Timber re-

sources are increasing annually by 30 % for the last 10 years. In Georgia, approximately 1,000 

acres of pine trees get replanted every day. For this reason, more and more pellet manufacturer 

set up pellet squeezers to start production.
17

 

The Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) com-

pliance ensure that all fiber derived from forests with such an certificate like in southeast USA 

fulfill logger training requirements, a cultivation of regenerative forests and that the seller will 

adhere to all requirements of their standard. Especially for the power production, it is important 

                                                 
15

(Grundmann, 2011) 
16

(National Wildlife Federation (NWF)) 
17

(Georgia Biomass, 2011) 
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that woody biofuel comes from sustainably managed plantations as only this source is permitted 

as feedstock for the pellet industry by EU law. Otherwise the CO2 equation is not balanced.
18

 

The second largest production capacity is growing in the Northwest of the USA. In con-

trast to the southeast, wood from this area is not as fast growing as it is in the subtropical climate. 

The south-east is fostering fast growing plantations. Therefore US prices for woody fuel are 

more competitive in the southeast.
19

 

Nevertheless, Canada is currently the largest supplier of woody biomass for the European 

demand. Canadian feedstock is one of the largest worldwide. Canada has 10 % of the world’s 

forests which is an area of 397.3 million hectares. Annually, less than one % of Canada’s forests 

are harvested, in 2008, Canada harvested 136.9 million cubic meters (m³) of roundwood, and 

13.7 million hectares (ha) were affected by insect defoliation in British Columbia (BC). Fur-

thermore Canada has the largest area of certified forest in the world, more than 142 million ha. 

Approximately 40 % of the world’s certified forest area is in Canada. Approximately 8 % of 

Canada’s forest area is protected by legislation. By law, all forests harvested on Canada’s public 

land must be successfully regenerated.
20

 

The pioneer plants eucalyptus, bamboo, poplar, black locust, birch, willow and others are 

fast growing species, which can be used in short rotation coppice (SRC). They can be harvested 

in three to five year rotations and produce 20 to 40 Mg dry matter (wd) annually of wood chips 

per hectare (ha). Without fertigation, which is a mixture of fertilizing and irrigation, the yield 

                                                 
18

(Sustainable Forest Initiative, 2011) 
19

(German American Chamber of Commerce, 2011, p. 83) 
20

(Natural Resources Canada Webmaster , 2011) 
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depends on the quality of the soil and the rainfall.
21

 Poplar and other species like black locust are 

efficient where water supply is sufficient, as poor or sandy soil can be used because these species 

are able to fix nitrogen from the atmosphere. Therefore, growing these trees is sustainable in 

several ways. Firstly no fertilizer is required, secondly, the CO2 balance is nearly at equilibrium 

and thirdly, poor sites are satisfactory to support tree growth. As poplar yields between 20 to 30 

Mg (wd) per annum and more in subtropical climate, it only delivers 10 to 20 Mg of wood chips 

weighted dry (wd) per annum in temperate climate zones.
22

 

Wood Chips 

Wood chips can be produced by chipping any kind of wood. The production of wood 

chips is fully mechanized by a mobile chipper or at a chipping plant. Wood chips are pieces of 

wood roughly chipped to a non-uniform sizes between 3.5 and 100 mm. They may be a blend of 

soft and hard wood. Properties of wood chips are specified in the standard CEN/TS 14961 “Solid 

biofuel - fuel specifications and classes”, and can be classified according to moisture content, 

bulk density, net calorific value, energy density and particle size classification. The CEN Stand-

ard –CEN/TS 15103 describes methods for the determination of the bulk density, according to its 

specific moisture content. The measurement “as received” (ar), includes the moisture content. On 

the other side, wood chips which are traded at the scale “dry matter” or “weighted dry” (wd) ex-

cludes the moisture content and expresses the pure woody material at a theoretical moisture con-

tent of zero percent. In that way, a comparison between different sorts of wood chips is possible. 

The requirements for the particle size distribution of wood chips for a certain consignment are 

given in table 1. 
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Fresh wood chips (ar) have a weight of 300-350 kg/m³; absolute dry wood chips “wd” 

have a weight of 140-150 kg/m³. The water content of wood chips is usually too high for direct 

use as a fuel. Wood chips need to be dried which raises storage and heating costs. If wood chips 

are stored in a pile, they heat up within the pile up to temperatures of 140 Fahrenheit and higher 

and may lose up to 25 % of their potential energy due to microbiological deterioration.
23

 Wood 

chips need to be dried to a water content below 35 % in order to get the cargo storage-stable. For 

this reason, a moisture content of 35 % will be presumed for the shipping calculation from the 

US to Western Europe. Conifer wood chips derived from North America have a stowage factor 

of 100 – 120 cbf per long ton (LT) which is a volume of 3.07 to 4.46 m³/t. 
24

 In comparison, 

wheat bulk has a volume or stowage factor of 1.31 – 1.37 m³/ton and coal 0.79 – 1.53 m³/ton.
25

 

In terms of shipping and handling costs, not the weight of the load matters, but the volume of the 

load. Ship owners get paid per m³ space utilized in the vessels holds. In the shipping industry, the 

term is called “weight/measurement”. If the cargo is larger than one m³/t, the transport is charged 

by the measurement of the cargo; every cubic meter is charged as one ton.
26

 

A 40 feet container has a capacity of 76.5 m³. Therefore 20.32 t of wood chips fit one 40’ 

container at a stowage factor of 3.765. As 40’ containers have a maximum load capacity of 

26.6 t, 6 tons container capacity are unused.
27

 

The energy content is the foundation for the wood fuel trade and the acceptable range is 

usually stated in the trading contract. Recommended methods for specifications are the net calo-

rific value measured typically in Gigajoule per ton (GJ/t), or the energy density (kWh/m³). The 
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energy content decreases with increasing moisture content. The net calorific value of chipped 

conifer wood is approximately 12.4 GJ/t or 3.45 MWh/t at a moisture content of 30 % and 

15.6 GJ/t at a moisture content of 15 %. As a comparison, lignite typically has an energy content 

of 12-16 GJ/t while hard coal has 24-27 GJ/t.
28

 The regression between moisture content and the 

calorific value for deciduous and conifer wood is given in figure 1 and 2. As the moisture content 

of fiber based fuel decreases, the higher is the calorific value.
29

 

For the consumer, specifications like water content and the caloric value determine the 

price of the wood chips. For the trader, the prices for wood chip are a matter of terms which are 

agreed in the shipping contract with the seller or the ship owner. The purchase agreement states 

among other things the weight, value, and the kind of the wood, its actual moisture content and 

the Inco term of the trade. The Inco terms are a set of uniform rules codifying the interpretation 

in three letters defining the rights and obligations of the trading terms. “free on board” (FOB) 

and “cost insurance freight” (CIF) are the most common terms used for the transatlantic trade of 

bulk cargo.  

1. FOB: The seller has to deliver the cargo to the port which the buyer has nominated and 

has to perform the loading of the vessel. Furthermore, the seller must clear the goods for 

the export. As the cargo has been loaded to the vessel, the cargo has been officially deliv-

ered and the seller’s obligations are fulfilled.  
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2. CIF: The seller bears the cost for the loading, the freight rate for the vessel and the cargo 

insurance for the transport. The seller has to bring the cargo to the terminal agreed by the 

contract partners. The discharging cost bears the buyer at the port of discharge
30

.  

The North American spot market prices for wood chips are as shown in table 3. Prices 

termed FOB in North Carolina vary from US$ 49.00 to US$ 56.00, in Vancouver (BC), they vary 

(FOB) from US$ 74.00 to US$ 83.00. Current wood chip prices at seagoing ports in northwest 

Europe (NWE) vary (CIF) from US$ 90.45 to US$ 92.55. Therefore, prices in NWE are higher 

than in the USA
31

. (See figure 4) 

In Germany, wood chips, in terms of kWh potential, are cheaper than oil, gas, and wood 

pellets. Detailed prices for wood chips in the third quarter of 2011 are shown in table 7. Wood 

chips of 35 % water content and a delivery amount of 80 m³ have a value of € 76.97 /t or 

€ 25.61 /MWh, NET, wood chips of only 20 % water content and at delivery amount of 30 m³ 

have a price of € 117.02 /t or € 30.32 /MWh, NET. The German price index for fiber based fuel 

show, wood chips are almost 70 % cheaper than wood pellets; even bigger is the gap to oil and 

gas as shown in figure 3. 
32

 

Pelletized Wood 

In general, pellets are small particles typically created by pressing some raw material 

through a circular die of 6 – 8 mm. This process is called pelletizing. In principle, any biomass-

derived material can be pelletized to create a compact solid bio fuel. These materials can be saw-

dust, waste wood, wood chips, bark, crop waste, waste paper and other organic materials. Some 
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boilers are also suitable to burn compressed nutshells, corn, barley, fruit pulp from turnips, sun-

flowers, dried cherry stones and soybeans.
33

 Solely the specific ingredients of a pellet determine 

the caloric value of the fuel and its smoke emission. In that way, several different types of wood 

pellets, as described in the next passage, can be differentiated.  

A wood pellet is a type of fuel, consistent only of wood and generally made from saw-

dust. Wood pellets are usually produced as a byproduct of sawmilling and other wood transfor-

mation activities. Since 2010, a new European pellet standard constitution has been launched. 

The EU-Norm EN 14961-2 replaces the different European national norms and tightens the qual-

ity standards.
34

 Wood pellets are classified A1 or A2 and are determined mainly for the private 

customer. Pellets labeled with “B” are the so called “Industrial Pellets” and are designed for the 

application in cogeneration units.
35

 If the pellets are conforming to A1 or A2, they have less than 

10 % moisture content, good structural strength and a low dust and ash content. These pellets 

have high combustion efficiency and a reduced affinity of slagging. 

Industrial pellets are used in all applications where the size of the pellets does not matter. 

In contrast to A1 or A2 pellets, the size of the industrial pellet is not standardized. Due to the 

easier production of the industrial pellets, they are usually a little cheaper than the wood pellet. 

Most industrial pellets are produced in North America and are derived from conifer wood and 

bark. They are most likely used in coal fired power stations where they are co-fired with coal
36

. 

Most common for the co-firing is a 20 to 30 % share of industrial pellets. As most of these power 

stations use the pulverized coal firing in the boilers, the industry-pellets have to be chaffed to a 
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size of less than two millimeters. This procedure is called the “direct Co-firing” where the fiber 

can be burned simultaneously in only one boiler. In contrast, for the “indirect Co-firing” it is 

necessary that the biomass has to be gasified before it can be burned. The indirect Co-firing has 

the opportunity that also biomass other than industrial pellets can be used, the disadvantage to 

the direct Co-firing is, that greater investments are necessary. 

Mix-pellets consist of any kind of biomass. They can be mixed of wood, tree bark, waste 

wood, straw, any bio waste and leaves. Compared to the A1, A2 and B pellets, they have a 

smaller caloric value and a strong dust and ash development. These kinds of pellets can only be 

burned to a certain proportion, as they cause slagging. 

Transporting wood pellets is advantageous over wood chips. First of all, wood pellets 

have more than a twice greater bulk density than wood chips.
37

 Therefore more woody material 

can be transported on a seagoing vessel. The wood pellets have a bulk density 600-750 kg/m
3 

and 

have a stowage factor of 1.5 m³/t.
38

 Secondly, the moisture content is lower, industrial wood pel-

lets have less than 10 % water content whereas fresh wood chips have one of 50 to 55 %. There-

fore, the pelletizing process is not only compressing, but also drying the material.
39

 

Wood pellets have become a major biofuel export due to EU demand. Out of 1,800 Gg 

imported in 2006-2007, Canada was the largest exporter with 740 Gg, most of it to Belgium and 

the Netherlands. Exports from the Baltic States have fallen sharply due to lack of wood, while 

the US South is projected to become a major exporter.
40
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Compared to cordwood, wood pellets have a lower moisture content, resulting in a more 

efficient energy conversion. The heating output is up to approximately 350,000 Btu/m³, whereas 

cordwood only has an output of 70,000-90,000 Btu/m³ at the same growth rate. 
41

 Compared to 

wood chips, wood pellets have a four times greater energy density. Industrial pellets have an 

average potential of 5 MWh/t.
42

 Beyond that, instead of water, the carrier is able to transport 

more pure woody biomass, as the water content is comparative to wood logs, lower. Further-

more, the ease of transportation and the handling are additional advantages against the wood 

logs.
43

 

According to the “Argus Biomass Markets platform” latest prices for industrial pellets are 

as shown in table 5. Thus, bid prices termed FOB at any seagoing port at the southeast coast of 

the USA are at US$ 140.00 and ask US$ 162.00. Delivery prices in NWE termed CIF are given 

in table 6. Prices in Europe are higher than in the North American states. To fulfill the standards 

for this trading platform, the wood pellets must have diameter of 6-10 mm, a maximum ash con-

tent between 3 and 4 %, a moisture content below 10 % and a net calorific value ≥ 17 GJ/t. Pric-

es are reported per MWh or ton. Prices in tons are transformed into MWh using the coefficient of 

5 unless otherwise informed by the price reporter. Terms of delivery are given CIF at a North 

Sea port for any sea transport. Prices are given “NET”, without any taxes and are latest weekly 

delivered.
44

 

According to the Finnish independent trading platform (FOEX) for paper, pulp, packag-

ing, recovered paper and wood pellets, prices for industrial pellets CIF Baltic sea ports are 
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around € 139.20 /t or € 29.00 /MWh NET. According to a presumed exchange rate of 

US$ 1.43/€, prices in US$ are 199.06 /t or US$ 41.47 /MWh NET, which is slightly higher as for 

the NWE coast. 
45

 

In the German hinterland, wood pellet prices for the private use oscillate between 

€ 204.14 or US$ 291.91 and € 209.82 or US$ 300.05 NET. Prices for wood pellets are increasing 

over the years. German consumer prices over the last two years are depicted and compared in 

figure 2. According to the average of the prices from 2010 and the prices for the first half of 

2011, there is a price increase of US$ 8.96. Industrial wood pellets have an average value of 

€ 150/t. The prices are determined by the distance from the port where the barge is loaded to the 

final destination.
46

 

Torrefied Woody Biomass 

Considered in this paper is also the transportation of torrefied woody biomass. Torrefac-

tion is a mild form of pyrolysis at temperatures typically ranging between 200-300 °C.
47

 In this 

process, shred woody biomass is heated in a closed system under pressure and under the preclu-

sion of oxygen. 70 % of the original biomass remains as solid fuel and contains 90 % of the orig-

inal energy content in the product. 30 % of the mass escapes in gaseous form and contains 10 % 

of the actual energy. Thus the biomass loses 10 % of its energy content during the torrefaction 

process. The resulting 10 % waste energy is used to heat the process. In that way, external energy 

is only necessary for the initiation of the process.
48
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The result is a charcoal-like material which can be handled better than wood pellets. The 

carbonic structure has been cracked to enable a greater caloric output compared to wood chips 

and wood pellets. The ability of storage has been upgraded as the torrefied biomass is hydropho-

bic. No shelter against rain is necessary.
49

 While wood pellets have an energy content of about 

5 MWh/t, torrefied wood pellets have an energy content of approximately 6.5 MWh/t. The bulk 

density of torrefied pellets amounts around 850 kg/m³, wood pellets have a density of approxi-

mately 650 kg/m³ and wood chips an average weight of 325 kg/m³.
50

 Due to the higher density 

than conventional wood-based biomass, torrefied material improves the economics of transporta-

tion. Especially in the transatlantic trade, torrefied biomass has advantages over wood chips and 

wood pellets. After the transport, the torrefied pellets can be easily powderized to homogeneous 

particles in order to optimize the flame within the boiler.
51

 

As the torrefaction is still under development, a market for torrefied pellets has not yet 

developed. 
52

 In that way, a market oriented comparison between torrefied material and wood 

chips or wood pellets is not available. Production and consumption facilities are still running 

tentatively, scales are too small for professional business. The biggest partly producing facility 

has an output of 60,000 t/a of torrefied biomass and is running in the Netherlands. It is likely 

presumed, that this technology will be applied in subsequent years.
53

 

Transatlantic Shipment of Fiber based Fuel 

In this chapter, the different instances of the transport of wood chips and industry pellets 

will be pointed out to find the value of the different cost factors, which occur during one journey 
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as well as the different trading conditions, determining the transport. To exemplify how a 

transport could take place, this paper will show a shipment from the southeastern United States 

to NWE, as renewable resources from this region are advantageous for the German market. This 

is due to several reasons. First of all, the climate conditions are more favorable compared to Ca-

nadian and the northern states of the US with a longer growing period throughout the year which 

affects the growing rate of the trees positively. Secondly, the paper industry is stagnating which 

leads to an overproduction of wood and thus falling wood prices. Thirdly, the southeastern states 

of the US have a long history and are experienced in the sector of intensive forestry. The longleaf 

pine is a native tree which has been improved by breeding to a fast growing tree resistant against 

forest fires. In that way, the southeastern states are highly productive to supply the lignin mar-

ket.
 54

 

Charter Party (C/P) 

Dry cargos, especially seasonal products such as grain are mostly shipped in the tramp 

shipping. Tramp shipping, in contrast to the liner shipping is the irregular shipping of freight 

from A to B. Commonly, there are three different ways to charter a ship as shown in table 12. A 

ship can be chartered by a voyage charter (V/C), a time charter party (T/C) and a bareboat char-

ter party.
55

 For a V/C, the ship owner bears all costs for one transport from A to B. This includes 

all cargo handling costs at the port of loading and discharging, the ship’s handling dues such like 

pilotage, state harbor dues, mooring and demurrage and the daily running costs (DRC) of the 

vessel. The DRC consist of the crew costs, the stores and repair costs, the insurance for hull and 

machinery and the mutual protection societies costs (P&I clubs).The ship owner is also paying 
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for the propulsion of the vessel. This includes heavy fuel oil (HFO) and marine gas oil (MGO) 

which is generally called “bunker” in the shipping industry. The money for the voyage charter 

which has to be paid by the charterer to the ship owner is known as “freight rate” and is usually 

paid two weeks in advance. The freight rate can be paid as a lump sum (e.g. carriage of 50,000 t 

of wood pellets from Savannah (GA) to Rotterdam (NL) for US$ 750,000) or per ton of cargo 

(e.g. US$ 15.00/t). Anyway, the freight rate is always expressed in tons of cargo. But if the cargo 

has a stowage factor greater than one, the freight rate has to be paid in m³. This expression is also 

true for the handling costs of cargo, which makes the calculation difficult, as every cargo has its 

specific stowage factor.
56

 

In contrast to a voyage charter party where the charterer pays per ton of cargo shipped 

from A to B, a time charter party (T/C) is paid by the charterer at rates given US$ per day.
57

 The 

charterer bears the loading and discharging costs, the costs for propulsion of the vessel and the 

harbor expenses. The ship owner only bears the DRC for his ship. Common durations of T/C 

vary between one to 12 years. The “T/C-trip” is a variation of the common T/C where the 

transport is limited to one or a series of voyages such like a V/C. In contrast to a V/C, the T/C-

trip is still paid in US$/d and not paid by a lump sum for the whole trip.
58

 

The Bareboat or Demise C/P is comparatively less common in the bulk cargo trade. Es-

pecially in the establishing market for woody fuel, they are not relevant. At a Bareboat C/P the 

charterer is only leasing the hull of the vessel for several years. The charterer bears all costs 

which are necessary for a shipment. This includes the cargo and port handling, the propulsion 
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and the DRC of the vessel. One can say the charterer is the operator of a vessel which is owned 

by someone else.
59

 

According to Shipping Insights (2011), one year T/C contracts accomplished in May 

2011 at a rate of US$ 13,200 for Handysize, US$ 16,400 for Handymax, US$ 16,600 for Pana-

max and US$ 11,500 for Capesize bulker per day.
60

 Wood chip carrier, as special purpose ves-

sels for the carriage of wood chips utilize extra space in the vessel’s holds as the wood chips 

have a comparatively high stowage factor. These vessels have an additional extra charge of 20 % 

on the daily freight rates as common bulk carrier. Therefore, handymax wood chip carriers have 

a current freight rate of US$ 19,680.
61

 However, C/P rates are always volatile. Currently they are 

at the lowest level since one year, as shown in figure 5. Compared to rates from 2008, courses of 

all bulker categories fell dramatically in 2009 and seemed to be relatively stable until 2011, see 

figure 6. Nevertheless, the Baltic International Freight Futures Exchange (BIFFEX) is a plat-

form, where ship owners can hedge against a future fall in freight rates, and a charterer against a 

rise, while an entrepreneur can simply speculate as to the future performance of the freight mar-

ket.
62

 Currently, three-year dry bulk T/C rates for handymax bulker have almost the same level 

as for one year T/C rates. As shown in figure 7, rates from May 2011 were agreed at an average 

of US$ 16,000/d.
63

 

As handymax bulk carrier have a minimum capacity of 35,000 tdw and a maximum ca-

pacity of 59,999 tdw, it should be pointed out that the variance of the freight rate within the class 

is not significant. Also, the age of the vessels can determine the freight rate as wear reduces the 
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profitability. If ships have a coating older than two years, the speed could be reduced by two 

kn/h as the fouling causes friction. As shown in figure 8, the average difference between 5 and 

10 year old vessels amounts US$ 500/d.
64

 Freight rates of geared vessels have an additional 

charge of US$ 2.00 per m³ stowage space which is payable on top of the freight rate. The acces-

sibility of self-discharging equipment gives an extra value to the vessels. Therefore geared ships 

have a higher freight rate than ungeared vessels.
65

 

Freight rates for V/Cs are given individually. Some determents for the freight rates are 

type of vessel, density and amount of cargo and the shipping distance. For a transport of 50,000 

to 65,000 t grain from the US Gulf of Mexico (USG) to Antwerp, Rotterdam or Amsterdam 

(ARA), US$ 25.75 were paid in May 2011.
66

 

Port of Loading 

In the near future, port authorities will increase capacities to store wood pellets or wood 

chips
67

. At the moment, ports at the east coast like the Georgia ports of Savannah or Brunswick 

and the North Carolina Ports of Wilmington and Morehead City have a capacity of at least 

50,000 t each. Therefore, a bulker of 50,000 tdw (handymax) is sufficient to carry the load to 

Rotterdam or Hamburg. 
68

 

As the transport of industrial pellets is pretty new, there are only a few terminals which 

are specialized to handle industrial pellets at large scale. As wood pellets have similar transport-

ing specifications to wheat, only tiny adaptations have to be done to use handling and storing 
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facilities also for the handling of wood pellets.
69

 There is a public terminal in Savannah and two 

privately owned facilities in Savannah and Panama City. Another privately owned terminal is 

under construction at the port of Chesapeak of Victoria Boulevard, Richmond (VA). In the fol-

lowing chapters, the main ports in the southeast will be described in detail to have a comparison 

between theses ports.
70

 

Savannah is the largest city and the county seat of Chatham County, in the state Georgia. 

The city and the port are sited 19 miles in the inland from the Atlantic Ocean and connected by 

the Savannah River. Besides manufacturing, the military and the tourism industry, Savannah's 

port has always been the number one mainstay of the city's economy. Via its river and several 

railway tracks and interstates, the port has an excellent connection to the hinterland. Not only 

Georgia, but also Virginia, South- and North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Florida, 

Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana can be reached easily.
71

 As these states have an 

outstanding amount of wood resources, the Port of Savannah is an optimal port of loading for 

seagoing vessels. Beyond that, the port authority encourages Savannah’s channel to be deepened 

from its present depth of 42 feet (12.8 m) to 48 feet (14.6 m) at Mean Low Water (MLW) in or-

der to accommodate larger vessel types with a deep-draft. The completion of this project is pro-

jected for 2014.
72

 

Due to new pelletizing manufacturers, the Port of Savannah got new private owned ca-

pacities to store woody biomass in big sheltered silos.
73

 These silos are located at the East Coast 

Terminal which is specialized for break bulk. The East Coast Terminal is owned by the 
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Peeles Industries, Inc. and is sited 12.5 miles from the Savannah Sea Buoy. This terminal has an 

area of 25.5 acres, three berths of each 700 feet lengths and a draft of minimum 32 feet at MLW. 

The adjacent warehouse capacity amounts 125,600 sf (11,670 m²) and 5 open storage pads.  

The silos can be filled by a conveyor which pours the woody biomass from the soffit of 

the roof. The heap arises as more material is discharged at the port coming from the hinterland. 

Another conveyor from the bottom of the silos carries the pellets to the bulker. In that way, an 

amount of 50,000 t fiber can be collected in shelter to be able to load a bulker at once.
74

 

The pellet terminal Chesapeak nearby Richmond, Virginia, is owned by the company En-

viva LP. For the pellet production the company has own manufacturing facilities in Ahoskie 

(NC) and is going to build two further production facilities in North Carolina and Virginia. Ac-

cording to their pellet production, they acquired a giant Cement Terminal in Chesapeaks (VA) 

for US$ 18 million early this year. They installed one large silo to be able to hold the pellets in a 

moisture- and dust-free environment. This silo has a capacity of 50.000 t of wood pellets and can 

withstand hurricane-force winds in excess of 200 mph.
75

 

Another harbor with capacities for woody biomass is sited in the southeastern region of 

the United States is Panama City (FL). The port of Panama City and the port of Savannah share 

nearly the same hinterland. As the port of Savannah, the port of Panama City has excellent con-

nections to its hinterland via interstates, railway and barges. They have the largest facilities of its 

type in the US. It can receive, dry, store, and ship 600,000 t of woody biomass per annum.
76
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The state of North Carolina, as having excellent connections to the rich hinterland re-

sources suites geographically perfect for the shipment of woody biomass to Europe. The port 

authority of North Carolina is responsible for four merchant ports: the port of Charlotte, the 

Piedmont inland terminal, the port of Wilmington and the port of Morehead City. The ports of 

Charlotte and Piedmont are not available for the shipment of wood chips or industry pellets as 

they have no excess for handymax vessels or no facilities for bulk cargo. The ports of Wilming-

ton and Morehead City have great experience of exporting dry bulk cargo like grain and wood 

pulp as the statistics show. In Morehead City and Wilmington, the last trade of wood chips goes 

back to 2002, where Wilmington handled 71,249 t and Morehead City 163,815 t.
77

 

Harbor Disbursements 

A harbor disbursement is a collective term for all costs which will arise for a single stay 

of a certain vessel in a certain harbor. This includes the ship handling costs and the cargo han-

dling costs.
78

 

In the category of ship handling, only the handling charges for the ships movements for a 

stay in a certain harbor are calculated. In contrast, the costs of handling cargo are subsumed in a 

different post. Charges for the port handling are based on the net tonnage (NT) a vessel has. 

Based on a sample of more than 50 different harbors around the world, an average of US$ 2.00 

per NT and call has been determined. These costs include all bills from the port agency which is 

managing the stay of the vessel for the ship owner, harbor dues which have to be provided to the 

municipal of the port, a sum for the pilotage of the vessel movement within the ports beat, a fee 

according to the duration of the tugs effort to save and set the vessel in the correct position, a fee 
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for mooring and unmooring the vessel at the terminal of the port of call and the money for the 

berthed time at the terminal.
79

 

The net tonnage was defined 1969 by the International Convention of Tonnage Meas-

urements of ships and is based on the internal value of the ship’s cargo holds. Handymax bulk 

carrier, no matter if they are specialized for wood chips or wood pellets, have an average NT of 

25,000. Therefore, presumed harbor dues for one call will sum up to US$ 50,000.00. 
80

 

The handling of cargo is the service of loading or unloading rail cars, trucks, ships or 

moving the cargo from and to any places of the terminal. The charge for moving the dry bulk 

cargo varies around US$ 2.00 – 7.00 /t (weight/measurement), dependent on the handling 

equipment and time. Handling the cargo by gripper, or belt conveyer, and the cost and equipment 

of stevedoring determine the handling tariffs. Handling during Sunday or holiday is approxi-

mately 60 % more expensive than on working days.
81

 As the trade of wood chips or industry 

pellets is termed FOB, cargo handling charges will influence the transporting costs not directly. 

However, the time needed for the loading process will affect the transporting costs, as the time 

for the loading determines partly the duration for the whole journey. 

Savannah’s modern loading facilities have a capacity of 1,400 m³ per hour. 50,000 t 

wood chips could be theoretically loaded within three days, 17 hours and 17 minutes. Realistical-

ly, regarding preparation and stowing, the loading process could be finished within 4 days as 

depicted in table 13. Furthermore the terminal has mechanical equipment which has the ability to 

distribute the wood chips during the loading process within the holds of the vessel.  
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Currently, the facilities of Richmond (VA) are able to load two vessels of 40,000 tons of 

deadweight (tdw) every 10 days. In the near future, as supply from the hinterland increases, they 

plan to have a capacity of 1,400 m³ per hour.
82

 

The terminal facilities at Panama City (FL) includes a system that can move pellets from 

railcar into the dry warehouse at a rate of 400 m³/h and a reclaiming system that conveys the 

pellets to the ship loading equipment at a rate of 1,600 m³/h.
83

 

Both harbors in Wilmington and Morehead City (NC) have large covered dry bulk facili-

ties with export conveyer systems capable of handling up to 800 m³ per hour. These facilities 

were designed for the handling of grain. As all US American ports, they offer a 24h-7d handling 

and security service. The vessel can berth and put out to the sea at any time. Furthermore, the 

port operates a 40 t multi-purpose bridge crane for bulk, break bulk and container. It can be 

equipped with either a grapple or a bucket lift. 
84

 

Carrier 

As wood chips and industrial pellets are a typical dry bulky freight, the load can be 

shipped overseas in merchant bulk carriers which are specialized to transport unpacked cargo. 

Today, bulkers make up 40 % of the world's merchant fleet and range in size from single-hold 

mini-bulkers to mammoth ore ships able to carry 400,000 tons. The difference between the load-

ed displacement and the light displacement is the weight that a ship can carry and is known as 

the deadweight tonnage (tdw).
85

 Anyway, these seagoing vessels can be categorized in seven 
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different common sizes as depicted in table 8. All of these classes have the potential to carry 

woody products of any kind. As all of these classes have specific characteristics, they need to be 

distinguished according to the respective freight and travel route.
86

 

The smallest category of the bulker family is the so called mini bulk freighter or called 

“minibulker”. This class is dedicated for the regional transport nearby the coastline. In that way, 

it is applicable for the inner US-American or European trade. As they can carry the smallest load 

of all seagoing bulk freighter classes, they have the lowest draft. The correlation between the 

vessels actual load and the vessels draft can be seen in figure 4. Minibulker are operating com-

monly as feeder vessels and travel between hub and spoke ports. They are able to visit small 

commercial harbors and can serve big bulkers at the hub ports. Therefore, they can be used for 

the collection of freight from small harbors and also be used to lighten incoming bulkers to dis-

tribute the load.
87

 

The next bigger size of bulk carriers is the handysize. This class is the numerical most 

common bulk carrier with almost 2,000 units. They are very flexible because they can enter most 

ports and are mostly “geared”, which means, that they are equipped with cranes to load and dis-

charge the vessel. In that way, they can be used for ports which do not operate harbor handling 

facilities. The most common capacity of handysize bulkers is around 32,000 tdw and a maximum 

draft of 10 m.
88

 

The next bigger class is the handymax class. The capacity is slightly bigger than that of 

handysize bulker. The most common size compasses 52,000 – 58,000 tdw and has a length of 
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150 – 200 m. Compared to very large bulk freighter; handysize and handymax can transport a 

greater variety of cargo types. These include wood chips, grain, phosphate, cement, logs, metal 

ores, steel products, and other types of break bulk cargo.
89

 

Panamax bulkers have specifics as they need to traverse through the Panama Canal. 

Therefore they cannot exceed the width of 32.31 m, the length of 294.13 m and a draft of 

12.04 m to pass the canal locks. From 2014, a third set of lock chambers will be able to handle 

vessels of 426.72 m lengths, a beam 54.86 m, and a depth of 18.29 m. Today, a panamax bulker 

can carry up to 80,000 t. Canadian pellets, for example, could be carried on bulkers not bigger 

than panmax freighters, as most freight are coming from the port of Vancouver.
90

 

Suezmax bulk carrier cannot pass through the Panama Canal but through the Suez Canal. 

Due to the canal, the measurements cannot exceed a draught of 18.90 m and 200,000 dwt. Most 

vessels don’t have own gears to load or unload the freight.
91

 

Capesize bulk carriers are the biggest common bulk carrier. The term capesize is given 

due to the fact, that they have to surround both capes, the Cape of Good Hope and the Cape Of 

Horn because they are too big to traverse the Panama or Suez Canal. Most common freight for 

these giants is coal and ore. Due to the large size, only big harbors are able to accommodate this 

class. 
92

 

Very large bulk carriers (VLBC) are a subset of the capesize category reserved for ves-

sels over 180,000 tdw. Carriers of this size are almost always designed to carry iron ore. These 
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vessels reach the greatest draft as shown in figure 4, have the greatest fuel consumption as shown 

in table 9 and have the greatest fuel oil capacity as shown in table 10.
93

 

According to the different densities of bulk cargo, special notations for bulk carriers have 

been established shown in table 11. As woody biomass has compared to other carried bulk such 

like ore or coal a very low density, the vessels are classified at least with “BC-C”.
94

 Wood chips 

or cork are the lightest cargos. For this type of cargo, special carriers have been designed. Ac-

cording to the specific attributes of wood chips, 50,000 t of freight would occupy a volume of 

125,000 m³ at an average stowage factor of 3.765 m³/t.
95

 A usual handymax carrier (e.g. for 

grain) will only utilize a maximum of 1.5 m³ per tdw which is a capacity of 75,000 m³. Wood 

chip carriers have higher outer hulls in order to maximize the holds value. For this special pur-

pose it is necessary to have their size not only given by tdw but also in cubic feet (cft) or m³. 

Recent wood chip carrier provide up to 2.3 m³ of cargo space per ton of designed tdw. 
96

 Beyond 

that, they are usually constructed with watertight, in contrast to usual weathertight, cargo holds 

to prevent water regress. This is particular important as contact with water causes wood chips to 

expand and could cause damage to the structure of the ship. In addition, security measures to 

prevent water penetration through air pipes and ventilation ducts to cargo compartments are also 

incorporated to protect the cargo.
97

 Therefore, wood chip carriers have a current freight rate of 

US$ 19,680, as mentioned earlier.  

The loading process is mostly done by gripper, which pours the wood chips or wood pel-

lets through the hatch covers into the holds. For the discharging process some vessels are 
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equipped with cranes, grab buckets and wings with conveyor belts. When discharging, the ship’s 

cranes are used together with a grab bucket system running at the bottom of the cargo compart-

ments. The cargo is carried to the forecastle by conveyor where it is discharged ashore with a 

single discharging point. These self-discharging systems have an average capacity of 

30,000 m³/d. However, most vessels are ungeared and need to be discharged by the facilities 

from the terminal, which are in this thesis the port of Rotterdam or Hamburg.
98

 

Bunker 

In the shipping industry, “to bunker” is the word for fueling vessels. As bulker have a 

main engine and several smaller auxiliary diesel engines, the fuel differs depending on type of 

engine. The master machine takes heavy fuel oil (HFO) which has a viscosity of up to 380 cen-

tistokes (cSt).HFO is the residue of distilled crude oil. It has harmful ingredients for the main 

engine such as sulphur, sodium, vanadium, mud and rust. Being a residual fuel it has, however, 

one great advantage.It is cheaper than distilled fuels, and through heating, additives and cleaning, 

many of the problems can be overcome. A compromise can be achieved by blending distilled and 

undistilled fuel, to make what is known as “Intermediate fuel oil” (IFO) which has a maximum 

of 180 cSt.
99

 Today, most vessels bigger than a handysize are able to consume HFO. The daily 

consumption is reliant on the size of the vessel and its amount of freight. Handymax bulkers 

have a daily consumption of approximately 30 t HFO fully laden.
100

 As prices for fuel oil (FO) 

are volatile, a presumption for an exemplary calculation must be supposed. Along the US east 
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coast, current prices for HFO 380 cSt were fluctuating around US$ 660.00/t, and for IFO of 

180 cSt, prices were around US$ 710.00/t.
101

 

For the auxiliary diesels, marine diesel oil (MDO) or marine gasoil (MGO) has to be ap-

propriate. The approximate consumption of MGO amounts 2.5 t per day for a handymax bulker, 

see table 9. According to bunkerworld.com (2011), world market prices fluctuate around 

US$ 1,030.- in July 2010.
102

 

Port of Discharge 

The ports of the NWE regions which have jetties suitable for handymax carrier are Ant-

werp (NL), Rotterdam (NL), Amsterdam (NL), Hamburg (GER) and Brake (GER). Currently, 

the port of Rotterdam is the only NWE harbor, which is specialized to store wood chips or wood 

pellets of 50,000 t and more onshore under shelter. The ports of Amsterdam, Antwerp, Brake or 

Hamburg have sheltered capacities only for agricultural products.
103

 Nevertheless, they can dis-

charge the load directly to minibulker which distribute the freight to the spoke harbors in Scan-

dinavia and the Baltic region, or on barges which are able to traverse rivers in the hinterland of 

these ports. However, compared to Rotterdam, the journey from the United States to Hamburg 

takes one additional day as the distance extends by 270 nm.
104

 

Self-discharging systems of wood chip bulkers have a maximum capacity of 15,000 m³/d. 

Discharging facilities in Rotterdam can move 11,700 m³/d. This depends on the facilities of the 

specific terminal where the ship berths. Port authorities are generally loath to have expensive 
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equipment and labor idle for long periods with only occasional frantic employment. In that way, 

terminal operators can keep the vessels longer at the terminal to assure a continuous workload.
105

 

Customs 

The German customs for wood chips or pellets amounts 0 %. However, an import-

turnover tax of 19 % for wood chips and an import-turnover tax of 7 % for industrial pellets have 

to be added to the purchased value of the cargo. Before calculating the tax, the price has to be 

converted to the €. The reference for the exchange rate has been set up monthly from the German 

customs and is provided online.
106

 In this thesis, an exchange rate of US$ 1.43/€ has been pre-

sumed for all calculations. For industry pellets, no importing restrictions have been set up, but 

for wood chips. Wood chips must have a phytosanitary certificate for the import and also for the 

export from Europe to the USA. The phytosanitary certificate shows, that the wood is free of 

pests from the place of origin.
107

 

European Hinterland Transport 

Hinterland Connection 

As most German power stations have connections to waterways, they can be supplied by 

barges.
108

 The port of Rotterdam has an outstanding waterway connection to the German hinter-

land. Cities in the south like Frankfurt (500 km), Coblenz (400 km) and Duisburg (200 km) can 

be reached through the river Rhine and Main. Cities in the east like Berlin (1000 km), Magde-

burg (800 km), Wolfsburg (700 km) and Hanover (600 km) can be reached though the Elbe-
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Havel canal, the Midland canal, the Dortmund-Ems canal, the Rhine-Herne canal and the river 

Rhine. All of these waterways are suitable for self-propelled barges.
109

 

The port of Hamburg has the best hinterland connections to the East German and East 

European hinterland compared to all other commercial harbors in the NWE region. Hamburg’s 

hinterland can be easily reached by several motorways, rail tracks and waterways. It is easy to 

reach cogeneration units in Berlin (300 km), Wolfsburg (200 km) and other industrial regions by 

barge, as most of these cogenerations have access to water ways.
110

 

Barge Details 

European barges for the merchant inland transport have an average size of 80 m in 

lengths, 9.5 m in breadth and 2.5 m in depth. This class of barge is called the “Europeship”. This 

barge is the only class which fits to the water ways to urban areas like Berlin, Hanover, Wolfs-

burg, Dresden, Duisburg, Dortmund, Bonn and Frankfurt. They have a maximum capacity of 

1,350 tdw or a volume of 1,625 m³. These vessels have engines of around 3,000 kW, an average 

speed of 100 km/d (62 miles/d) and a consumption of approximately 500 l/d (132 gallons/d) 

MGO.
111

 

Transport Costs 

For the hinterland transport, German current price for MGO are at € 0.75/l or 

US$ 4,076/gal at an exchange rate of US$ 1,43 /€. The C/P per day for one barge costs approxi-

mately € 825.00. Cargo handling costs have an average of € 1.50/m³. Loading and unloading 
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takes one day for each port of call and has to be included for the calculation of the duration of the 

C/P.
112

 

The standard German truck has a maximum capacity of 90 m³ or 38 t. For industrial 

wood pellets, the freight rate on trucks matches the freight rate for the vessel for the range of 

100 km. 36 trucks will be necessary to deliver the equivalent load as one vessel of 1350 tdw. The 

train can keep the freight rate distance to the vessel for a range of a maximum of 300 km where-

as one train would be necessary to deliver the same amount of load as the barge can.  

In the way of transporting solid woody biomass, one truck can pick up nearly 24 t of 

wood chips at a stowage factor of 3.765 or 38 t of wood pellets at a stowage factor of 1.5. For the 

delivery of wood chips within the radius of 200 km the truck has a little advantage as the freight 

rate sums up to € 6.25/t and the barge € 6.23/t. Standard European trucks have a volume utiliza-

tion of 2.1 m³/t and more. Wood pellets are only advantageous within the range of 100 km. As 

trucks are faster than barges and have a very short time of loading and discharging, a delivery of 

wood chips by truck under a distance of 200 km would be advantageous against the barges. 19 

trucks would be necessary to deliver the same load of wood chips as one barge.  
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METHODOLOGY 

Transatlantic Transport 

According to the data collected, several scenarios have been calculated for the transport 

of wood chips and wood pellets from the port of Savannah (GA), Panama City (FL), a port from 

North Carolina and the port of Vancouver (BC) to Rotterdam (NL). The terminal of Chesapeak 

(VA) with its modern facilities will be left out as this port is very similar to the terminal of Sa-

vannah. In each case, the same amount, namely 50,000 t of industry pellets or 30,544 t of wood 

chips are based for the estimates. However, both trades are based on handymax bulker as they 

are the most suitable transport medium for the carriage of woody biomass and all involved ports 

are able to accommodate this kind of class. In all scenarios, trades are termed FOB as this is the 

most common term for the transatlantic trade and to keep the calculations of the different scenar-

ios uniform.  

As mentioned earlier, ungeared handymax bulker have a current freight rate of 

US$ 16,400. Transports on geared vessels have a surplus of approximately US$ 2 per m³ of car-

go which has to be added to the freight rate. Discharging costs for ungeared vessels are presumed 

to be US$ 4.50/m³ as this is the mean of the data according to the current literature.  

The loading time for wood chips differs from port to port. Every terminal has different 

loading equipment and capacities. The port of Savannah (GA) and Vancouver (BC) have a ca-

pacity of 1,400 m³/h, the ports of North Carolina have a capacity of 800 m³/h and the port of 

Panama City (FL) a capacity of 1,600 m³. In the port of Savannah and Vancouver, 75,000 m³ of 

industrial pellets can be loaded within two days, 5 hours and 35 minutes and 115,000 m³ of wood 

chips can be loaded within three days, 5 hours and 5 minutes, as depicted in table 13 to 16. Due 
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to extra time for complications and cleaning during the handling process, the time is rounded up 

to full days. These calculations have to be done respectively to the other ports of loading.  

For the discharge, either the cargo handling gears from the vessel can be used or the port 

handling facilities. The cost for the discharging process bears the charterer, as the trade is termed 

FOB. Therefore, the charterer pays treble, for the duration of the discharging process, as the time 

of the charter of the vessel and the berthing time of the terminal are running and for the cargo 

handling itself. In this thesis, berthing costs are included as a lump sum to the port dues. Accord-

ing to the data in the current literature, mean discharging rates are presumed to be 15,000 m³/d 

for a geared vessels and 11,700 m³/d for the port facilities. Therefore, 115,000 m³ of wood chips 

can be discharged within in 7 days and 8 hours whereas wood pellets can be discharged within 5 

days on a geared handymax bulker. Wood chips in ungeared bulker can be discharged within 9 

days, 9 hours and 57 minutes and wood pellets within 6 days, 4 hours and 56 minutes. As for the 

charging process, discharging times are rounded up to full days. According to the above men-

tioned direct cargo handling charges, costs for wood chips on geared vessels sum up to 

US$ 230,000 and for ungeared vessels US$ 517,500. For wood pellets the amount sums up to 

US$ 150,000 on geared vessels and on ungeared vessel up to US$ 337,500.  

The distance between Savannah and Rotterdam amounts 3,863 nautical miles (nm). At an 

average speed of 14 knots (kn), the journey would take 11 days, 5 hours and 58 minutes. Due to 

storms, streams and extra friction due to fouling on the outer hull, this value can vary by + - two 

days. Therefore, the time for a trip is rounded up to full days. From Savannah to Rotterdam for 

example, the time for the trip is presumed to be 12 days.  
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A laden handymax bulker traveling with 14 kn has a daily consumption of 30 ton HFO 

per day. A voyage of 12 days would require 360 t HFO. In addition to the charter costs, a sur-

charge for propulsion sum up to US$ 237,600 as one ton of HFO costs US$ 660. 

The distance from Savannah to Hamburg amounts 4,133 nm. At an average speed of 14 

kn, the journey would take 12 days, three hours and 37 minutes. Rounded up, 13 days takes the 

handymax bulker for the trip, one day more as for the journey to Rotterdam.  

As the auxiliary diesels are running as long as the vessel is berthed to generate energy for 

the vessel, they consume 2.5 tons of MGO per day. In the way that the loading and unloading 

process takes 12 days for the geared wood chip carrier, the engine consumes 30 tons of MGO for 

the whole trip. For the ungeared wood chip carrier, loading and unloading takes 14 days which 

implies a consumption of 35 tons per day. According to these calculations, a carriage of wood 

pellets in a geared vessel takes 20 tons and in an ungeared vessel 25 tons. Along the North 

American east coast one ton of MGO cost currently US$ 1,030. For the carriage of wood chips in 

a geared wood chip carrier, approximately US$ 30,900 has to be estimated for the whole journey.  

In addition to the shipping range from the southeastern States, transporting estimations 

have been done also from Vancouver (BC) to have a transporting benchmark from the southeast-

ern’s leading export competitor.  

Hinterland Transport 

As the barge class “Europeship” is the only multi-suitable ship to reach most urban areas 

like Berlin, Hanover and Frankfurt, they will be used as reference for further transporting esti-

mates. One barge of the “Europeship” class can load 431 t wood chips of 3.765 m³/t stowage 
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factor or 1083 t of industrial pellets at a stowage factor of 1.5. The maximum payload cannot be 

reached as the ship has a maximum tdw of 1,350 t. The costs for propulsion amounts € 375.00 

per day as the daily average consumption amounts 500 liters of MGO at a current German price 

of € 0.75/l.Current C/P contracts are ranging around € 825.00 per day. Therefore, transporting 

costs sums up to € 1,200.00 per day. 

The handling of 1,625 m³ of wood chips or wood pellets in the port of loading or dis-

charging costs € 2,437.50 each as the costs per m³ have an average of € 1.50. Considering trading 

terms “FOB” or “CIF”, the loading and unloading charges will not be calculated as the buyer 

will discharge the vessel at his own premises. However, two days of charter for the loading and 

unloading process have to be implied. In that way, a post of € 1,650 for the loading and unload-

ing has to be added to the total transporting costs. Transporting cost of wood chips and wood 

pellets are depicted in table 29. A barge needs approximately one day to traverse a distance of 

100 km. 

Germany’s capital city Berlin can be reached within 10 days by barge from the seaport of 

Rotterdam. Two more days are needed for the loading and unloading. The freight rate sums up to 

€ 13,650.00 for the whole journey including the time for the loading and the discharging. In that 

way, the freight rate of wood chips sums up to € 31.67or US$ 45.29 and for wood pellets € 12.60 

or US$ 18.02 per ton.  

As a comparison, if a handymax bulker is doing a floating transshipment of wood chips 

or pellets at the port of Hamburg, barges for the transport to Berlin’s cogeneration units surround 

the sea-going ship with its cargo of around 50,000 tons of industrial pellets or 30,544 tons of 

wood chips. Barges can berth alongside the bulker for loading directly from the bulker either 
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with its own discharging gears or by rented floating cranes. The trip by barge from Hamburg to 

Berlin takes three days plus two days for the loading and unloading process. In that way, barge 

transport costs sum up to € 5,250.00 which are € 12.18 or US$ 17.42 per ton of wood chips and 

€ 4.85 or US$ 6.93 per ton of industrial pellets.  

Combined Transport 

To evaluate the profit margin of the shipment from the United States to the German hin-

terland, purchasing costs of the fiber based material, the costs from the transatlantic shipment 

and the costs of the hinterland transport are subsumed. To compare this sum with the current 

market prices, an import turnover tax of 19 % based on the value of the cargo in € has to be add-

ed to the evaluated CIF price of the wood chips and 7 % respectively to industrial pellets. The 

difference between the total investment costs and the current market price of the specific woody 

biomass show the profitability of the export of solid woody biomass to the German hinterland.  

To evaluate the rate of return, the profit margin has to be divided by the total investment 

costs and multiplied by 100.The rate of return simplifies the comparisons between the different 

transporting opportunities and shows, if the investment is exceeding opportunity costs of capital. 

To estimate the Net Present Value (NPV), a presumed capitalization rate of 7 % per an-

num will be presumed in this thesis to measure the profitability of the trades against alternative 

investments. The discount rate is the profit margin that could be earned on an investment in the 

financial markets with similar risk. The initial cash flow has to be added to the discounted future 

cash flow. As each shipping voyage takes 30 to 45 days, the discount rate is calculated in relation 

to one voyage whereas the financial year has 360 days. The fore sign of the result show whether 

the business is successful.  



RESULTS 

Transatlantic Transport 

Transporting costs are depicted in the table according to the following constellations:  

1. Transport prices of wood chip in geared wood chip carrier: 

a. Table 13 Savannah to Rotterdam US$ 35.06/t € 24.52/t 

b. Table 17 North Carolina to Rotterdam US$ 35.22/t € 24.63/t 

c. Table 21 Panama City to Rotterdam US$ 36.91/t € 25.81/t 

d. Table 25 Vancouver to Rotterdam US$ 60.48/t € 42.29/t 

2. Transport prices of wood chip in ungeared wood chip carrier: 

a. Table 14 Savannah to Rotterdam US$ 45,93/t € 32.12/t 

b. Table 18 North Carolina to Rotterdam US$ 46.09/t € 32.23/t 

c. Table 22 Panama City to Rotterdam US$ 47.78/t € 33.42/t 

d. Table 22 Vancouver to Rotterdam US$ 71.35/t € 49.89/t 

3. Transport prices of wood pellets in geared bulk carrier: 

a. Table 15 Savannah to Rotterdam US$ 16.72/t € 11.70/t 

b. Table 19 North Carolina to Rotterdam US$ 16.38/t € 11.45/t 

c. Table 23 Panama City to Rotterdam US$ 17.79/t € 12.44/t 

d. Table 27 Vancouver to Rotterdam US$ 31.27/t € 21.87/t 

4. Transport prices of wood pellets in ungeared bulk carrier: 

a. Table 16 Savannah to Rotterdam US$ 21.23/t € 14.85/t 

b. Table 20 North Carolina to Rotterdam US$ 20.89/t € 14.61/t 

c. Table 24 Panama City to Rotterdam US$ 22.30/t € 15.60/t 

d. Table 28 Vancouver to Rotterdam US$ 35.78/t € 25.02/t 
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As depicted in figure 9, the most decisive factor of the transport is the kind of cargo. No 

matter if it is transported by a geared or an ungeared vessel, the price for the transportation of 

wood chips is more than twice as high as for the transport of wood pellets. The density of the 

cargo affects the transporting costs twice. On one hand, a vessel can transport more woody bio-

mass if it is compressed and on the other hand, woody biomass of higher density saves time at 

the handling process. The average transporting costs between shipping wood chips and industrial 

pellets from the USEC to the ARA ports have a range of US$ 21.77.  

The second decisive factor is the shipping range. Average prices from Vancouver, which 

has a distance of 8,831 nm to Rotterdam and therefore is 221 % longer than the average distance 

from the southeastern ports and, beyond that, has to traverse the Panama Canal which is an extra 

costs driver, is 65 % more expensive than the average transporting costs from the Southeastern 

states.  

The average difference between geared and ungeared transports of wood chips amounts 

28 % and the average difference between geared and ungeared transports of wood pellets 

amounts 25 %. Therefore, the decisive factor of ungeared or geared vessel comes third.  

The least decisive factor is the rate at which a terminal is able to load a vessel as depicted 

in figure 9. Despite that the traveling distance from North Carolina to Rotterdam is one day 

shorter compared to Savannah, the overall shipping costs are cheaper from Savannah as this port 

has 75 % faster loading devices as the facilities of North Carolina. By setting the distance equal, 

the improved rate of handling wood chips reduces the overall shipping costs by 4 % and for 

shipping industrial pellets by 2 %.The more modern the ports, the bigger the gap between the 

handling duration of wood chips and wood pellets. However, since these differences are very 
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small, not the modernity of the port, but the stowage factor of the cargo matters. In terms of the 

vessels features, the cheapest way of shipping woody biomass is by choosing a geared bulker and 

looking for the shortest distance. No matter which port of discharge, as long as the vessel is 

geared it is always the cheapest choice. 

Costs differences within a shipping range in regard to the distance, harbor and type of 

cargo are comparatively small. The specialized port of Savannah compared to the all-round ter-

minal in Wilmington and the distance difference compared to Panama City can be neglected. 

Figure 9 and the descriptive statistic in table 30 illustrates the significance between the difference 

using wood chip carrier or grain carrier within the handymax class, the distance of three harbors 

in the USEC and USG to the ARA ports, the variation between transporting wood chips and 

wood pellets and the difference of using geared or ungeared vessels. 

As the woody biomass needs to be brought to the European hinterland and not only to the 

port of Rotterdam, other ports along the NWE ports have to be considered as a strategic starting 

point for onward cargo movement. As described before, the port of Hamburg has the best con-

nections to the East German and East European hinterland. As the transatlantic transport to 

Hamburg takes one additional day compared to the ports of ARA, transatlantic freight costs from 

North Carolina and Vancouver are as follows:  

 From North Carolina to Hamburg: 

a. Wood chips geared  US$ 36.51/t € 25.53/t 

b. Wood chips ungeared  US$ 47.38/t € 33.14/t 

c. Wood pellets geared  US$ 17.10/t € 11.96/t 

d. Wood pellets ungeared US$ 21.61/t € 15.11/t 
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 From Vancouver to Hamburg: 

a. Wood chips geared  US$ 61.77/t € 43.20/t 

b. Wood chips ungeared  US$ 72.64/t € 50.80/t 

c. Wood pellets geared  US$ 31.99/t € 22.37/t 

d. Wood pellets ungeared US$ 36.50/t € 25.53/t 

Depicted in figure 10, the transport of wood chips or wood pellets to Hamburg is 1.8 to 

4.3 % more expensive compared to the transport to Rotterdam. 

Combined Transport 

To show how the cost performance for the whole transport could look like, a calculation 

will be done exemplary from North Carolina and Vancouver to Berlin and Frankfurt via either 

Rotterdam or Hamburg. In that way, different transporting scenarios can be evaluated and com-

pared. According to the data above, the following examples are based on a shipment of 50,000 t 

industrial pellets or 30,544 t of wood chips. The transport to a seagoing port in NWE is termed 

FOB, which includes the cargo forwarding costs to the barges. The hinterland transport is termed 

CIF whereas the shipper delivers the cargo alongside the discharging terminal.  

1. North Carolina to Berlin 

a. Via Rotterdam: 

i. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 35.22/t + US$ 45.29/t = US$ 80.51/t 

ii. Wood chips, ungeared: US$ 46.09/t + US$ 45.29/t = US$ 91.38/t 

iii. Wood pellets, geared:  US$ 16.38/t + US$ 18.02/t = US$ 34.40/t 

iv. Wood pellets, ungeared: US$ 20.89/t + US$ 18.02/t = US$ 38.91/t 
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b. Via Hamburg 

i. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 36.51/t + US$ 17.42/t = US$ 53.93/t 

ii. Wood chips, ungeared: US$ 47.38/t + US$ 17.42/t = US$ 64.80/t 

iii. Wood pellets, geared:  US$ 17.10/t + US$ 6.93/t = US$ 24.04/t 

iv. Wood pellets, ungeared: US$ 21.61/t + US$ 6.93/t = US$ 28.54/t 

2. North Carolina to Frankfurt  

a. Via Rotterdam 

i. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 35.22/t + US$ 25.38/t = US$ 60.60/t 

ii. Wood pellets, geared:  US$ 16.38/t + US$ 10.10/t = US$ 26.48/t 

b. Via Hamburg 

i. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 36.51/t + US$ 41.31/t = US$ 77.82/t 

ii. Wood pellets, geared:  US$ 17.10/t + US$ 16.44/t = US$ 33.54/t 

3. Vancouver to Berlin 

a. Via Rotterdam 

i. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 60.48/t + US$ 45.29/t = US$ 105.77/t 

ii. Wood pellets, geared:  US$ 31.27/t + US$ 18.02/t = US$ 49.29/t 

b. Via Hamburg 

i. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 61.77/t + US$ 17.42/t = US$ 79.19/t 

ii. Wood pellets, geared:  US$ 31.99/t + US$ 6.93/t = US$ 38.93/t 

According to no 1., the transport of wood chips or wood pellets from North Carolina to 

Berlin via Hamburg is between 36 - 49 % cheaper instead by transferring the cargo in Rotterdam. 

Beyond that, as described above, the transport with geared vessels is always cheaper than with 

ungeared vessels. This statement is also true when combined with the on carriage to the hinter-
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land. For the transport via Hamburg, using geared vessels is for both kinds of cargoes, wood 

chips and for industrial pellets, approximately 19 – 20 % cheaper and for the transport via Rot-

terdam around 13 - 14 % cheaper. (See figure12) 

For the transport from North Carolina to Frankfurt, see no. 2, which is sited in the south 

west of Germany, transshipment in Rotterdam would be more favorable instead of Hamburg. In 

this case, 27 % could be saved by shipping wood chips and 35 % by shipping pellets with geared 

vessels. By using ungeared vessels, between 15 and 18 % of the total transporting costs could be 

saved for wood chips and wood pellets compared to the route via Hamburg. 

To measure the competitive advantage of North Carolina by the transport of wood pellets 

and wood chips against Canada, following results have been determined as shown under no.3. 

The transport of wood chips by geared vessel from North Carolina to Berlin via Hamburg is 

47 % cheaper respectively to a transport from Vancouver. For wood pellets, the difference 

amounts to 62 %. If the transport occurs via Rotterdam, the price difference gets smaller; 31 % 

for the geared transport of wood chips and 43 % for the geared transport of wood pellets. (See 

figure12) 

Profit Margin 

According to current North American and NWE market prices for wood chips and indus-

trial pellets, following margins between revenue and costs have been calculated by using T/C-

trip contracts. Profit margins are segmented by port of loading and by trading wood chips or in-

dustrial pellets. Official wood chip prices FOB North America and CIF NWE are depicted in 

table 3 and 4, prices for industry pellets are depicted in table 5 and 6. In that way, profit margins 

are given CIF NWE in US$ without customs or import-turnover tax:  
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1. Savannah to Rotterdam 

a. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 5.27/t 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: US$ (5.60/t) 

c. Industry pellets, geared: US$ 14.73/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: US$ 10.22/t 

2. North Carolina to Rotterdam 

a. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 5.11/t 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: US$ (5.76/t) 

c. Industry pellets, geared: US$ 15.07/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: US$ 10.56/t 

3. Panama City to Rotterdam 

a. Wood chips, geared:  US$ 5.42/t 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: US$ (5.45/t) 

c. Industry pellets, geared: US$ 16.66/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: US$ 9.15/t 

4. Vancouver to Rotterdam 

a. Wood chips, geared:  US$ (45.65/t) 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: US$ (56.52/t) 

c. Industry pellets, geared: US$ 23.18/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: US$ 18.67/t 

As depicted in figure 13, the best profit margin can be earned by shipping industry pellets 

on geared dry cargo bulker. The second best profit can be gained by transporting industrial pel-
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lets on ungeared vessels. Wood chips can only be imported profitably by using geared carrier 

from the southeast region of the USA. Wood chips on ungeared ships are not profitable as well 

as the transport of wood chips from Vancouver in either ungeared or geared vessels.  

The largest profit margin can be made by shipping industrial pellets from Vancouver to 

Rotterdam despite the higher transporting costs compared from the USA. Second and third best 

options are shipping industrial pellets from Vancouver in ungeared and from North Carolina in 

geared carriers. The reason why Canadian industry pellets attain greater profit margins can be 

explained due to its US$ 19.00 cheaper offering price compared to the USEC whereas the 

transport costs from Vancouver to NWE are up to US$ 14.89 more expensive.  

As depicted in figure 14, using V/C compared to T/C-trip is cheaper only when shipping 

wood chips. The competitive advantage of large shipping companies is their ability to reduce 

handling charges. They either have special contracts with terminals if they are specialized in a 

certain shipping range or they have ownership of terminals. Using V/Cs, as the charterer is pay-

ing a lump sum per ton of cargo transported, is especially than advantageous if the cargo is 

bulky.  

Margins for the on carriage to the German hinterland, for example to Berlin via Ham-

burg, are more advantageous compared to bring the cargo only to the North Sea ports. Wood 

chips have a price of € 76.97 NET and industry pellets have a consumer price of € 150.00 NET. 

To transport the cargo to the hinterland, import-turnover tax of 7 or 19 % for the import has been 

added to the CIF price. As turnover tax is based on the value in €, the following profit margins 

are given in €: 
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1. Savannah to Berlin via Hamburg 

a. Wood chips, geared:  € (1.69/t) 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: € (9.83/t) 

c. Industry pellets, geared: € 19.11/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: € 15.74/t 

2. North Carolina to Berlin via Hamburg 

a. Wood chips, geared:  € (1.82/t) 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: € (9.95/t) 

c. Industry pellets, geared: € 19.37/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: € 15.99/t 

3. Panama City to Berlin via Hamburg 

a. Wood chips, geared:  € (1.59/t) 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: € (9.72/t) 

c. Industry pellets, geared: € 18.31/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: € 14.94/t 

4. Vancouver to Berlin via Hamburg 

a. Wood chips, geared:  € (39.80/t) 

b. Wood chips, ungeared: € (47.93/t) 

c. Industry pellets, ungeared: € 22.44/t 

d. Industry pellets, ungeared: € 19.07/t 

As shown in figure 15, only industrial pellets yield a profit if traded via Hamburg to Ber-

lin. Wood chips are a money losing business in any point of view. The inland transport of wood 
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chips is 251 % pricier than of wood pellets. As depicted in figure 11, the curve for the transport-

ing costs is formed concave as the distance is increasing. The freight rate of wood pellets for a 

100 km journey amounts € 2.63, for 200 km € 3.74 and for 300 km € 4.85. The slope at the be-

ginning is steeper and gets flatter as the distance (per 100 km) is increasing. 

Net Present Value 

Under the scope of the NPV perspective, shipping wood chips or industrial pellets from 

the North American continent to NWE are estimated on a presumed basis of 7 %cost of capital 

per annum. As depicted in figure 16, only the geared and ungeared trade of industrial pellets has 

a positive net present value. Trading wood chips is not profitable in all cases analyzed. The trade 

from Vancouver to Berlin via Hamburg has the greatest return; in this case, a NPV of US$ 30.44 

per ton of pellets on geared vessels and US$ 25.53 of ungeared vessels can be earned per 

transport. For the transport between USEC and Berlin, the NPV ranges between US$ 21.38 and 

US$ 26.66 per ton of cargo and per journey.  

The rate of return concerning the trade from the southeast USA and southwest Canada to 

the European hinterland is larger compared to the trade to one of the North Sea ports. The return 

ranges from 11.06 % from Panama City to 17.60 % from Vancouver as shown in figure 15. The 

trades of wood chips, however, generate merely negative results.  

 



DISCUSSION 

Trade Implications 

For overseas transport, several factors influence the shipping costs which have not been 

considered in this thesis. First of all, not all ports are working 24 hours a week. Many ports do 

not offer service on Sundays or holidays or have additional surcharges for such days. Further-

more, loading and unloading processes can be extended due to unforeseen complications such as 

difficult weather conditions, crane malfunction, and other reasons. All these variations can cause 

delays for the transport and therefore push costs for the charter party, demurrage and many more 

costs.  

Currently, freight rates, compared to the last four years, have a low level. The market is at 

backwardation as the T/C rates for three years are lower as for the duration of one year. Addi-

tionally, charter rates are dependent on the world’s size of the merchant fleet. Since the last fi-

nancial crisis, the amount of new vessel orders has fallen to a low level. The deepest point was 

reached in 2009 where zero dry bulk vessels were ordered. In 2012, the world order amount of 

dry bulk freighter has recovered to a volume of 320 new vessels.
113

 The level of demand of 

transports and the number of available vessels will determine the freight rates. Concluding, these 

indicators show that the volume of the trade of industrial pellets and the volume of transports 

might increase. 

  

                                                 
113

(Drewry, 2011, p. 8) 
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Market Implications 

As freight rates are increasing, it would be interesting to see how the market for woody 

biomass and the market for secondary energy react. A factor which influences the biomass mar-

ket is the increasing pelletizing facilities especially in western Canada and southeastern USA. 

Anyway, following current literature the prospective increasing industrial pellet supply will not 

match the increasing European demand.  

Another factor which determines the transatlantic trade is the exchange rate between the 

US$ and the € currency. In this thesis, an exchange rate of US$ 1.43/€ has been presumed. In 

May, July and September 2011, the average rate of 1.43 was exceeded, in June and August the 

rate was above 1.42. By the end of September, the rate fell to US$ 1.36/€. In November, rates are 

expected to exceed 1.38. An US$ rate on a high level compared to the € will encourage the ex-

port of industrial pellets or wood chips from USA to Europe. Increasing US Dollar- and decreas-

ing Euro rates will affect the profit of the import of wood chips or industry pellets positively.  

As long as the price for crude oil and its products and the gas prices are increasing, the 

supply of wood fuel will always be an important factor for the primary energy supply. Further-

more, trading woody biomass is not as dangerous as transporting oil since a nautical accident can 

cause an environmental disaster with unforeseen consequential costs to clean the contaminated 

environment.  

Another factor which has to be considered is the human’s psychology. If the public Euro-

pean perception views the process of pellet production, and the shipment to Europe, just to burn 

wood in cogeneration units, as inefficient or as “wasting” energy for the generation of “clean” 

energy, they could convince governments to stop the import of woody fuel. What happens if 
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food products become scarcer and primeval forest like in Russia diminish in favor for the wood 

fuel production. People will oppose this and go to protest against such intentions.  

The European progress on the ROC trade and the reduction of nuclear power supply 

combined with the development of the European economic growth are factors which can influ-

ence the European primary and secondary energy market to unforeseen developments. What 

happens if a new recession period occurs with increasing unemployment and human dissatisfac-

tion, wouldn’t the people plug the nuclear power stations again to produce cheaper electricity to 

let the conveyers in the producing industry run. In spite of nuclear harm and the question of the 

storing of nuclear litter and dismantling costs, nuclear power stations deliver cheaper electricity. 

The European Commission is subsidizing green electricity by a minimum of 11.55 Eurocent per 

kWh.
114

 Nuclear and hydro generation units can offer cheap electricity without any governmental 

support.  

For the moment, the US American government isn’t intending to use woody biomass for 

their own commercial energy production. Biomass to Liquid (BtL) or wood carburetor are able 

to derive petrol or gas from woody biomass. These technologies are still in the trial phase and an 

end for the market readiness is not in sight. However, after prevailing view, American wood de-

mand would rise dramatically as soon as these technologies are ready for the implementation into 

the American energy system. In that way, the USA would stop the export of woody biomass to 

use the energy source domestically.  

  

                                                 
114

(Fachagentur Nachwachsende Rohstoffe e.V. (FNR), 2010, p. 13) 
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Outlook 

In the near term, it seems that the import of torrefied pellets or bio coal are the best solu-

tions to cover the European clean energy demand. These substances have a higher energy density 

than wood chips or industrial pellets and as being hydrophobic, they have better transporting 

abilities. Wetness during the handling and water from condensation within the holds are not re-

ducing the value of the cargo. In that way, torrefied material or bio coal have several advantages 

against currently traded fiber fuel, but they are still in the laboratory phase. If these products are 

ready for the energy market, it should be proved if their advantages against industrial pellets or 

wood chips are sufficient to displace the wood chips or industrial pellets from the American ex-

port market.  

 



CONCLUSION 

Main Thesis Question  

The new European energy policy has caused an increasing demand for woody biomass as 

a major contributor to the required renewable energy mix. As North West European wood re-

sources are not sufficient for this sudden demand, the region relies on imports from abroad, a 

main source being the large renewable wood resources of the North American continent. As a 

consequence, the exports of wood in form of wood pellets have increased strongly to a magni-

tude of 8 million t per year. Since laborious processing of pellets for the use in large-scale boilers 

is not necessary and the production of wood chips is a prerequisite for pellet production the ques-

tion comes up, whether a transport of wood chips is more economic in order to save the effort for 

pellet production. The aim of this thesis was to analyze the constellation at which the transport of 

wood chips may take an advantageous role in comparison to wood pellets. For this, the type and 

cargo handling features the ships should have, the charter conditions, harbors, trade terms, and 

routes, the market conditions at current market prices for energy wood, variation of exchange 

rates, and fuel oil prices to improve the efficiency of the transport were considered. The analysis 

focuses on the export from the USA; however, a benchmarking to Canada as the biggest compet-

itor is also included in the analysis.  

As a purely financial analysis, the shipping constellations were related to present pur-

chasing and selling prices of wood chips and industrial pellets. Several scenarios with rotating 

variables were analyzed to determine the efficiency of the different transports to find the most 

beneficial conditions. Other possible aspects, e.g. energy consumption or CO2 emissions of the 

different options were disregarded. 
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Main results are as follows: 

 From the USA, the greatest profit can be gained by transporting industrial wood pellets from 

the USEC to the German hinterland.  

If the cargo is traveling from the USEC or the USG to Berlin (GER) via Hamburg (GER), the 

rate of return varies between 11.06 to 14.83 % for each voyage. This has, in terms of the 

NPV, a range of US$ 1,009,953.62 to 1,332,972.90 for one transport of industrial pellets at 

7 % opportunity costs of capital per annum.  

 If the industrial pellets only have to go to some port at the North Sea, Rotterdam is the most 

inexpensive solution compared to the other merchant ports along the European West coast.  

This is due to Rotterdam’s modern port facilities and to its favorable access to the Atlantic 

Ocean. Here the rate of return varies between 5.28 % and 11.75 %.  

 Wood chips are only partially profitable if transported in dedicated geared wood chip carrier 

to some sea port at the North West coast of Europe. 

The rate of return ranges from 5.82 to 6.20 %.  

 The carriage of wood chips from the USA to some destination in the German hinterland is 

not profitable in any possible constellation analyzed.  

Therefore, the Hypothesis can be confirmed. Due to the higher import-turnover tax amount-

ing to 19 % for wood chips instead of 7 % raised for industrial pellets and the additional in-

land transport to the hinterland drives the costs too far for competitive marketing. 
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 Comparing the US market to the Canadian market, trading industrial pellets from Vancouver 

to Berlin via Hamburg or from Vancouver to Frankfurt via Rotterdam is the most profitable 

opportunity.  

Even if the average transporting costs from Vancouver to Berlin or Frankfurt exceed the 

costs from the USEC by US$ 14.72, the sum of the purchase price of industrial pellets and 

the transport costs to Berlin are 2.48 % cheaper than transporting the pellets from USEC to 

Berlin. This is due to the cheaper FOB prices in Vancouver compared to FOB prices along 

the east coast. 

 Trading Canadian wood chips to NWE are unprofitable in all analyzed constellations. Unlike 

to the industrial pellets, Canadian wood chip prices FOB Vancouver exceed US wood chip 

prices distinctly.  

Additional Thesis Question 

A preference analysis from the best to the worst among the decisive factors, which de-

termine the transport costs and the most beneficial charter party according to the cheapest 

transport constellation have been investigated additionally. 

The big cost drivers of each transporting scenario were evaluated to show, how these fac-

tors affect the total costs in relation to the overall costs of each trade. In addition, different char-

ter prices are compared to find the best fit solution for each specific transport situation. 
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 For the cheapest transatlantic transport of woody biomass, following preferences should be 

considered,  

o the most decisive factor is the kind of cargo (wood chips or industrial pellets) which 

has to be transported,  

o the second decisive factor is the shipping range,  

o the third decisive factor is whether the seagoing vessel is geared or ungeared and  

o the fourth decisive factor is the duration at which the harbors are able to handle the 

cargo. 

o If a trader of woody biomass is experienced in the shipping business but has no port 

contracts or ownership of terminals, he is recommended to use T/C-trip contracts in 

order to keep costs as low as possible.  

o If the trader has enduring trading contracts with his customers, he should take T/C 

contacts for several years of duration and if the trader is an experienced shipper, has 

own facilities or contracts with terminals and has durable trading contract he should 

take bareboat or demise charters for several years.  

o On the other side, if the trader has no experience in the shipping business, has no spe-

cific contracts with the terminals and is only trading sporadically, he is well advised 

to take V/C as the shipper may has special contracts or owes the terminal for the han-

dling of the cargo.  
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Additional Conclusions 

As the profitability of wood chips compared to industrial pellets is reduced, the transport 

of woody biomass should be converted to wood pellets upfront, to make the shipment more effi-

cient. This is especially true for the shipment over increasing distances.  

The biggest potential wood source for the pellet production comes from western Canada. 

Canada is the biggest and cheapest exporter of industry pellets for North West Europe, however 

large wood resources on the east coast of North America and the shorter transporting distance 

across the Atlantic Ocean may change this once a better infrastructure has developed along the 

east coast, both in the USA and Canada.  

Further research and development needs to be done to torrefied biomass, as it is a prefer-

able form for transporting, storage and incineration. With increasing market prices for woody 

biomass, wood chips could become increasingly profitable compared to wood pellets for the Eu-

ropean import. 
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APPENDIX 

Tables 

1. Norms for Wood chips
115

 

Requirements for the particle size distribution of wood chips (DIN CEN/TS 14961) 

 

* Deviations are possible because the numerical values of the measurements refer to the particle 

sizes that fit through the specified openings (3.15 mm, 16 mm, 63 mm and 100 mm). 

 

2. Energy content of different wood assortments as a function of water content
116

 

wood type water content caloric value heating value heating oil equivalent

% GJ/t MWh/t kg/1 liter

15 15,3 4,24 2,36

30 12,1 3,38 2,95

15 15,6 5,13 2,31

30 12,4 3,45 2,89

deciduous 

wood

conifer 

wood  

 

  

                                                 
115

(Scholz, et al., 2008, S. 79) 
116

(Hartmann, Hofbauer , & Kaltschnitt, 2009, p. 354) 

P 16 3.15 to 16 mm < 1 mm ≤ 1 %* > 45 mm (all < 85 mm)

P 45 3.15 to 45 mm < 1 mm ≤ 1 %* > 63 mm

P 63 3.15 to 63 mm < 1 mm ≤ 1 %* > 100 mm

P 100 3.15 to 100 mm< 1 mm ≤ 1 %* > 200 mm

label for

the size

main fraction

>80% (mass)

wispy amount

< 5%

large amount ≤ 1%

maximum size of the share
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3. North American wood chip prices
117

 

 

 

4. Wood chips, CIF NWE
118

 

 

  

                                                 
117

(Argus Media Ltd, 2011, p. 2) 
118

(Argus Media Ltd, 2011, p. 3) 
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5. Industrial pellets, FOB North America
119

 

 

 

6. Industrial pellets, CIF NWE
120

 

 

 

  

                                                 
119

(Argus Media Ltd, 2011, p. 2) 
120

(Argus Media Ltd, 2011, p. 1) 
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7. Pricing of wood chips in the hinterland of Germany
121

 

35% nort 91,59 130,9737 30,43 43,5149

35% south 94,17 134,6631 31,29 44,7447

35% total 90,54 129,4722 30,08 43,0144

20% north 139,25 199,1275 36,08 51,5944

20% south 136,77 195,5811 35,44 50,6792

20% total 140,18 200,4574 36,32 51,9376

exchange rate: €1 = US$1,43

north= northern Germany

south= southern Germany

Inclusive VAT= 19 %

delivery of 90 m³ of loose wood chips of 35% water content

delivery of 70 m³ of loos wood chips of 20% water content  

  

                                                 
121

(C.A.R.M.E.N, 2011) 
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8. Typical features of various types of bulk carriers
122

 

Type
Deadweight 

(dwt)

Lenghts 

(m)

Drought 

(m)

Cargo 

Holds
Remarks

Mini Bulk 

Carrier

3,000 -

23,999

100-130  Less 

than 10 

1-3 Employed in coastal trade, serving 

as feeder vessels to large ships. 

Their main trade consists of short 

sea voyages, carrying limited 

quantities of bulk cargoes generally 

to smaller ports without restriction 

on size of vessel.

Handysize 24,000 -

34,999

130-150 10 5 Medium size, can carry cargoes to 

a large number of ports, may carry 

considerable variety and quantity of 

bulk cargoes.Handymax 35,000 -

59,999

150-200 11-12 5 The distinction between hadysize 

and handymax is quiet recent.

Panamax 60,000 -

 79,999

200-230 13-15 7-6 Largest vessel that can pass through 

the locks of the Panama canal - 

breadth 32.2 m, LOA 289.5 m, 

draught not more than 12 m. 

Generally carry grain, coal and iron 

ore form US ports. 

Capesize 80,000 -

179,999

230-270 17 9 Vessel too big to use the Panama 

or Suez canals. Known as Capesize 

vessels because they have to go 

aroung the Cape of Good Hope or 

Cape Horn. Only a few ports in the 

world can accommodate them in 

fully loaded condition.

Suezmax arround 

150,000

NA 16.4 NA The largest vessel that can pass 

through the Suez canal. The 

maximum allowed draught of the 

Suez canal is currently 18.90 m (62 

feet). However, the authorities 

intend to increase this draught to 

21.95 m by the end of 2017.

VLBC 180,000

 and over

270 and 

more

 20 or 

more 

10 Very specialized, mainly purpose-

built for specific trades.
  

                                                 
122

(Khalique, 2010, p. 12) 
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9. Fuel oil consumption at sea in various sizes of bulk carriers
123

 

Class
Sample Size

(tdw)

Loading 

Conditions

Speed

(Knots)

HFO 

t/day

MDO 

t/day

Loaded 13.5 17.5 1.5

Ballast 14.0 16.5 1.5

Loaded 13.0 25.0 1.9

Ballast 14.0 23.0 1.9

Loaded 14.0 30.0

Ballast 14.5 30.0

Loaded 14.0 32.0

Ballast 14.5 32.0

Loaded 14.0 34.0

Ballast 14.5 34.0

Loaded 14.0 39.0

Ballast 14.5 38.7

Loaded 13.0 42.0

Ballast 14.0 40.0

14,000Mini Bulk Carrier

Handysize 32,000

Handymax 50,000
2.5 or 0 (with 

shaft generator)

2.5

Capesize 102,000

180,000

Panamax

2.5

2.5

2.5 or 0 (with 

shaft generator)

60,000

75,000

VLBC
 

 

10. Fuel oil capacity according to the ship’s size
124

 

Ship size (average) MDO capacity

Mini Bulk Carrier - 14,000 tdw 545 t 113 t

Handysize - 30,000 tdw 1,288 t 113 t

Handymax - 48,000 tdw 2,081 t 140 t

Panamax - 70,000 tdw 2,279 t 236 t

Capesize - 160,000 tdw 3,964 t 262 t

VLBC - 365,000 tdw 8,919 t 525 t

HFO capacity

 

 

  

                                                 
123

(Khalique, 2010, p. 11) 
124

(Khalique, 2010, p. 10) 
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11. Classification Society Notations for Bulk Carriers
125

 

Classification the density of cargoes that bulk carriers can carry

BC-A 1.0 t/m³ and above with specified empty holds. Also 

meet BC-B requirements

BC-B 1.0 t/m³ and above with all cargo holds full

BC-C Less than 1.0 t/m³

BC-B* 1.0 t/m³ and above with any hold empty and have 

double hull construction  

 

12. Differences between C/Ps
126

 

type of C/P Bareboat Time Voyage

period long

common 8-15 years

long/medium/trip

max 15 years

one or more

 voyages

common in liner/container-shipping liner & tramp only tramp

costs charterer bears DRC, 

propulsion, cargo 

handling, port costs

chartere bears propulsion, 

cargo handling and port 

costs

ship owner bears all 

costs. 

payment per tdw per tdw per cargo shipped

indemnity charterer charterer/shipowner shipowner

Forms specific standard but clauses 

negotiable

standard but

clauses negotiable

when to use often type of financing or 

accounting method

charterer on a rising 

market

charterer before 

market tunes down  

  

                                                 
125

(Khalique, 2010, p. 13) 
126

(Alderton, Reeds, Sea transport operation and economics, 2011, p. 177) 
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13. Transport of wood chips from Savannah to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3863

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 230.000,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 12

duration loading rounded up days 4

duration discharging rounded up days 8

over all duration rounded up days 24

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 360

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 30

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 237.600,00$        

MGO ($) $/t 1030 30.900,00$          

total ($) $ 268.500,00$        

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$          

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$          

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 472.320,00$        

total costs $ 1.070.820,00$     

total costs $/t 35,06$                

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                  

total costs € 748.825,17€        

total costs €/t 24,52€                

*accoding to portworld.com   
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14. Transport of Wood chips from Savannah to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3863

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 517.500,00$      

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 12

duration loading rounded up days 4

duration discharging rounded up days 10

over all duration rounded up days 26

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 360

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 35

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 237.600,00$      

MGO ($) $/t 1030 36.050,00$        

total ($) $ 273.650,00$      

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$        

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$        

total $ 100.000,00$      

T/C total rate $ 511.680,00$      

total costs $ 1.402.830,00$    

total costs $/t 45,93$              

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                

total costs € 981.000,00€      

total costs €/t 32,12€              

*accoding to portworld.com   
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15. Transport of industrial pellets from Savannah to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16400

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3863

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 150.000,00$      

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 12

duration loading rounded up days 3

duration discharging rounded up days 5

over all duration rounded up days 20

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 360

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 20

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 237.600,00$      

MGO ($) $/t 1030 20.600,00$       

total ($) $ 258.200,00$      

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$       

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$       

total $ 100.000,00$      

T/C total rate $ 328.000,00$      

total costs $ 836.200,00$      

total costs $/t 16,72$              

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$               

total costs € 584.755,24€      

total costs €/t 11,70€              

*accoding to portworld.com   
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16. Transport of industrial pellets from Savannah to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16400

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3863

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 337.500,00$      

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 12

duration loading rounded up days 3

duration discharging rounded up days 7

over all duration rounded up days 22

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 360

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 25

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 237.600,00$      

MGO ($) $/t 1030 25.750,00$        

total ($) $ 263.350,00$      

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$        

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$        

total $ 100.000,00$      

T/C total rate $ 360.800,00$      

total costs $ 1.061.650,00$   

total costs $/t 21,23$              

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                

total costs € 742.412,59€      

total costs €/t 14,85€              

*accoding to portworld.com   
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17.  Transport of wood chips from North Caroline to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3496

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 800

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 230.000,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 11

duration loading rounded up days 6

duration discharging rounded up days 8

over all duration rounded up days 25

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 330

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 35

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 217800

MGO ($) $/t 1030 36050

total ($) $ 253850

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$          

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$          

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 492.000,00$        

total costs $ 1.075.850,00$      

total costs $/t 35,22$                 

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                  

total costs € 752.342,66€        

total costs €/t 24,63€                

*accoding to portworld.com
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18. Transport of wood chips from North Carolina to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3496

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 800

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 517.500,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 11

duration loading rounded up days 6

duration discharging rounded up days 10

over all duration rounded up days 27

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 330

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 40

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 217800

MGO ($) $/t 1030 41200

total ($) $ 259000

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$          

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$          

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 531.360,00$        

total costs $ 1.407.860,00$     

total costs $/t 46,09$                

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                  

total costs € 984.517,48€        

total costs €/t 32,23€                

*accoding to portworld.com   
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19. Transport of industrial pellets from North Carolina to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16400

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3496

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 800

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 150.000,00$       

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 11

duration loading rounded up days 4

duration discharging rounded up days 5

over all duration rounded up days 20

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 330

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 22,5

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 217.800,00$       

MGO ($) $/t 1030 23.175,00$         

total ($) $ 240.975,00$       

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$         

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$         

total $ 100.000,00$       

T/C total rate $ 328.000,00$       

total costs $ 818.975,00$       

total costs $/t 16,38$               

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                 

total costs € 572.709,79€       

total costs €/t 11,45€               

*accoding to portworld.com   
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20. Transport of industrial pellets from NC to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16.400,00$          

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 3496

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 800

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 337.500,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 11

duration loading rounded up days 4

duration discharging rounded up days 7

over all duration rounded up days 22

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 330

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 27,5

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 217.800,00$        

MGO ($) $/t 1030 28.325,00$          

total ($) $ 246.125,00$        

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$          

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$          

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 360.800,00$        

total costs $ 1.044.425,00$     

total costs $/t 20,89$                

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                  

total costs € 730.367,13€        

total costs €/t 14,61€                

*accoding to portworld.com   
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21. Transport of wood chips from Panama City to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 4654

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1600

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 230.000,00$       

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 14

duration loading rounded up days 3

duration discharging rounded up days 8

over all duration rounded up days 25

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 420

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 27,5

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 277.200,00$       

MGO ($) $/t 1030 28.325,00$         

total ($) $ 305.525,00$       

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$         

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$         

total $ 100.000,00$       

T/C total rate $ 492.000,00$       

total costs $ 1.127.525,00$    

total costs $/t 36,91$               

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                 

total costs € 788.479,02€       

total costs €/t 25,81€               

*accoding to portworld.com   
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22. Transport of wood chips from Panama City to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 4654

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1600

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 517.500,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 14

duration loading rounded up days 3

duration discharging rounded up days 10

over all duration rounded up days 27

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 420

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 32,5

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 277.200,00$        

MGO ($) $/t 1030 33.475,00$         

total ($) $ 310.675,00$        

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$         

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$         

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 531.360,00$        

total costs $ 1.459.535,00$     

total costs $/t 47,78$                

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                 

total costs € 1.020.653,85€     

total costs €/t 33,42€                

*accoding to portworld.com   
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23. Transport of industrial pellets from Panama City to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16400

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 4654

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1600

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 150.000,00$       

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 14

duration loading rounded up days 2

duration discharging rounded up days 5

over all duration rounded up days 21

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 420

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 17,5

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 277.200,00$       

MGO ($) $/t 1030 18.025,00$         

total ($) $ 295.225,00$       

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$         

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$         

total $ 100.000,00$       

T/C total rate $ 344.400,00$       

total costs $ 889.625,00$       

total costs $/t 17,79$               

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                 

total costs € 622.115,38€       

total costs €/t 12,44€               

*accoding to portworld.com   
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24. Transport of wood pellets from Panama City to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16400

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 4654

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1600

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 337.500,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 14

duration loading rounded up days 2

duration discharging rounded up days 7

over all duration rounded up days 23

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 420

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 22,5

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 277.200,00$        

MGO ($) $/t 1030 23.175,00$          

total ($) $ 300.375,00$        

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$          

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$          

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 377.200,00$        

total costs $ 1.115.075,00$     

total costs $/t 22,30$                

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                  

total costs € 779.772,73€        

total costs €/t 15,60€                

*accoding to portworld.com   
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25. Transport of wood chips from Vancouver to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 8831

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 230.000,00$         

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 27

duration loading rounded up days 4

duration discharging rounded up days 8

over all duration rounded up days 39

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 810

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 30

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 534.600,00$         

MGO ($) $/t 1030 30.900,00$           

total ($) $ 565.500,00$         

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$           

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$           

total $ 100.000,00$         

T/C total rate $ 767.520,00$         

Panama canal passage $ 184.300,00$         

total costs $ 1.847.320,00$      

total costs $/t 60,48$                 

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                   

total costs € 1.291.832,17€      

total costs €/t 42,29€                 

*accoding to portworld.com   
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26. Transport of wood chips from Vancouver to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 19680

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 8831

cargo wood chips (t) 30544

stowage factor m³/t 3,765 115000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 517.500,00$     

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 27

duration loading rounded up days 4

duration discharging rounded up days 10

over all duration rounded up days 41

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 810

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 35

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 534.600,00$     

MGO ($) $/t 1030 36.050,00$       

total ($) $ 570.650,00$     

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$       

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$       

total $ 100.000,00$     

T/C total rate $ 806.880,00$     

Panama canal passage $ 184.300,00$     

total costs $ 2.179.330,00$  

total costs $/t 71,35$              

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                

total costs € 1.524.006,99€  

total costs €/t 49,89€              

*accoding to portworld.com   
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27. Transport of industrial pellets from Vancouver to Rotterdam by geared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16400

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 8831

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 15000

geared $/m³ 2 150.000,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 27

duration loading rounded up days 3

duration discharging rounded up days 5

over all duration rounded up days 35

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 810

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 20

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 534.600,00$        

MGO ($) $/t 1030 20.600,00$         

total ($) $ 555.200,00$        

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$         

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$         

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 574.000,00$        

Panama canal passage $ 184.300,00$        

total costs $ 1.563.500,00$     

total costs $/t 31,27$                

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                 

total costs € 1.093.356,64€     

total costs €/t 21,87€                

*accoding to portworld.com   
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28. Transport of industrial pellets from Vancouver to Rotterdam by ungeared carrier 

kind of vessel class Handymax

T/C: daily rate $/d 16400

term of C/P Inco term FOB

distance nautical miles* 8831

cargo wood pellets (t) 50000

stowage factor m³/t 1,5 75000

speed kn/h 14

loading m³/h 1400

discharging m³/d 11700

discharging costs $/m³ 4,5 337.500,00$        

Duration/travel time (days)

voyage rounded up days 27

duration loading rounded up days 3

duration discharging rounded up days 7

over all duration rounded up days 37

consumption HFO (t) t/d for the voyage 30 810

consumption MGO (t) t/d at berth 2,5 25

cost of bunker

HFO ($) $/t 660 534.600,00$        

MGO ($) $/t 1030 25.750,00$          

total ($) $ 560.350,00$        

Harbor costs inc. dues, pilotage, tug, mooring

Savannah $ 50.000,00$          

Rotterdam $ 50.000,00$          

total $ 100.000,00$        

T/C total rate $ 606.800,00$        

Panama canal passage $ 184.300,00$        

total costs $ 1.788.950,00$     

total costs $/t 35,78$                

exchange rate $/€ 1,43$                  

total costs € 1.251.013,99€     

total costs €/t 25,02€                

*accoding to portworld.com   
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29. Freight rates for the inland transport by barge according to the distance (km) 

Distance 

(km)
days voyage costs

2 days 

loading/

unloading

C/P total
freight rate 

WS/t 431 t

freight rate 

WP/t 1083 t

100 1 1.200,00 €    1.650,00 €   2.850,00 €     6,61 €      2,63 €        

200 2 2.400,00 €    1.650,00 €   4.050,00 €     9,40 €      3,74 €        

300 3 3.600,00 €    1.650,00 €   5.250,00 €     12,18 €    4,85 €        

400 4 4.800,00 €    1.650,00 €   6.450,00 €     14,97 €    5,96 €        

500 5 6.000,00 €    1.650,00 €   7.650,00 €     17,75 €    7,06 €        

600 6 7.200,00 €    1.650,00 €   8.850,00 €     20,53 €    8,17 €        

700 7 8.400,00 €    1.650,00 €   10.050,00 €   23,32 €    9,28 €        

800 8 9.600,00 €    1.650,00 €   11.250,00 €   26,10 €    10,39 €      

900 9 10.800,00 €  1.650,00 €   12.450,00 €   28,89 €    11,50 €      

1000 10 12.000,00 €  1.650,00 €   13.650,00 €   31,67 €    12,60 €       

 

30. Descriptive statistics according to the T/C shipping costs (US$/t) USEC/USG to ARA 

and the type of cargo and vessel 

WC geared WC ungeared WP geared WP ungeared 

Mean 41,92$          52,79$              20,54$               25,05$              

Standard Error 6,20$            6,20$                3,59$                 3,59$               

Median 36,07$          46,94$              17,26$               21,77$              

Mode - - - -

Standard Deviation 12,40$          12,40$              7,18$                 7,18$               

Sample Variance 153,82 153,82 51,52 51,52

Kurtosis 3,904593152 3,904593152 3,854072062 3,854072062

Skewness 1,973013155 1,973013155 1,958597196 1,958597196

Range 25,42$          25,42$              14,89$               14,89$              

Minimum 35,06$          45,93$              16,38$               20,89$              

Maximum 60,48$          71,35$              31,27$               35,78$              

Sum 167,67$        211,15$             82,17$               100,20$            

Count 4 4 4 4
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Figures 

1.  Contribution of the heating value in MWh per ton to the moisture content in %
127
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2. German consumer prices for wood pellets
128
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(Hofmann, 2010, p. 34) 
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(EUWID, 2011, p. 20) 
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3. Prices of wood chips at 35% water content
129

 

 

Red: heating oil; Yellow: natural gas; Green: wood pellets; Blue: wood chips 

 

4. The approxiamte correlation between a vessel’s draft in feet and it’s tdw
130
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(C.A.R.M.E.N, 2011) 
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(Alderton, Reeds, Sea transport operation and economics, 2011, p. 282) 
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5. One year dry bulk T/C rates (US$/d)
131

 

 

  

                                                 
131

(Drewry, 2011, p. 9) 
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6. Four year dry bulk T/C rates in periodic average ($/d)
132

 

 

2008 2009 2010 2011

Handysize 30.950,00$   12.004,00$  16.500,00$ 12.930,00$ 

Handymax 48.315,00$   15.179,00$  20.779,00$ 15.630,00$ 

Panamx 56.475,00$   19.650,00$  25.317,00$ 16.270,00$ 

Capesize 116.175,00$ 35.283,00$  40.308,00$ 16.050,00$  

  

                                                 
132

(Drewry, 2011, p. 5) 
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7. Comparison between one and three year T/C from May 2010 until May 2011 ($/d)
133

 

 

 

8. Freight rate range within the handymax class 
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(Drewry, 2011, p. 12) 
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9. Transport costs by T/C-trip and per ton of cargo 
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10. Surcharge for the transport to Hamburg compared to Rotterdam in % 
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11. Freight rate for one barge per distance (100 km) and ton of cargo 
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12. Price difference (US$/t) between NC and Vancouver 
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13. profit by using T/C-trip from North America to Rotterdam 
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14. Comparison between using V/C and T/C, from NC to Rotterdam 

WC
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WC
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North Carolina - Rotterdam

V/C $6,85 $6,85 $(2,03) $(2,03)
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15. Rate of return by using T/C-trip from North America to Berlin 
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16. NPV per ton of cargo by using T/C-trip from North America to Berlin 
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